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The contents of this volume have been brought up to date as at 2 January 1990. The Statutes and Regulations included are those in force on that date with the exception of those made since 30 October 1989.

Calendar Volume 1 Published in December of the previous year. Volume one contains the degree regulations, outlines of courses and details of subjects offered by each of the seven faculties. It also sets out general information about enrolment, re-enrolment, and University services and facilities. It contains lecture timetables and lists the principal dates for students.
Monash University

Monash University was established by an Act of the Victorian Parliament on 15 April 1958. The first meeting of the Interim Council, appointed under the transitory provisions of the Act, was held on 1 November of that year. The Vice-Chancellor, Registrar, and the first professor took up duty early in 1960.

By the Monash University Act 1958, Monash University is a body politic and corporate, governed by a Council. The Monash University Council comprises a maximum of thirty-eight members either appointed or elected by various constituents so as to be broadly representative of all sections of the University and of the community it serves. The Chancellor and the Deputy Chancellor are elected by the council, which also appoints the Vice-Chancellor, professors and other members of the teaching and non-teaching staff. The Council manages and supervises the affairs of the University and is advised by its subordinate standing committees, other boards and committees, the Vice-Chancellor, and senior officers of the University.

The seven faculties are Arts, Economics and Politics, Education, Engineering, Law, Medicine, and Science. Each faculty is headed by a dean who is chairman of the faculty board and is responsible for exercising general superintendence over the academic and administrative affairs of the faculty. All faculties except Education and Law are sub-divided into departments.

The Professorial Board, through Council, is responsible for all academic matters relating to the University. The Vice-Chancellor is, ex-officio, chairman of the Board. Membership includes all professors, the University Librarian, the directors of some of the University's research and service centres, and representatives elected by non-professional teaching staff and students.

The Committee of Deans is chaired by the Vice-Chancellor and comprises the deans of the seven faculties, and the Deputy Vice-Chancellors. The Committee advises the Vice-Chancellor on many aspects of University policy and management. The Vice-Chancellor is advised on the framing of the University's annual operating budget by the Central Budgets Committee. Responsibility for expenditure within faculties is delegated to deans, and similar delegation is made to heads of other budgetary areas.

When teaching began at the University in 1961, there were ten professors and an enrolment of 363 undergraduate and graduate students. Enrolments increased rapidly and there are now over 100 professors and a student population of about 14,000.

The University site of some 100 hectares at Clayton is 20 km south-east from the city of Melbourne. The University is not primarily a residential institution, but there are five halls of residence, some University-owned flats and an affiliated residential college which provide accommodation for students. The University has extensive sporting and recreation facilities, including twelve hectares of playing fields and an ornamental lake. The Alexander Theatre and Robert Blackwood Hall are used for theatrical and musical performances, conferences, and graduation ceremonies and the Monash University Gallery mounts a range of temporary exhibitions as well as housing some of the more important works that constitute the extensive Monash University Art Collection.

The Religious Centre provides an appropriate venue and place of worship for all faiths and religious societies at the University.

The University library, with a collection of some 1,300,000 volumes and 14,000 periodical subscriptions, is divided into branch libraries catering for the needs of the humanities and social sciences, physical sciences, biological sciences and medicine, and law. A well-equipped Computer Centre with an associated computing laboratory plays a central role in much of the University's teaching and research efforts through an interconnected network of some 1,500 terminals.

The on-campus work of the faculties is expanded and supported in a variety of areas by affiliated institutions. The work of the Faculty of Medicine is assisted by affiliated teaching hospitals and community health centres. Other affiliated institutions cooperate with the University in research and teaching programs.

In addition to the faculties, there are numerous specialist centres catering for the research interests of particular groups of staff and providing a nucleus for postgraduate and some undergraduate studies. Many of these act as a focus for interdisciplinary research.

The University offers bachelor degree courses in Arts, Social Work, Economics, Information Systems, Education (postgraduate), Special Education (postgraduate), Engineering, Law, Jurisprudence, Medicine, Surgery, Medical Science, and Science. All faculties offer postgraduate diploma courses or masters by course work in various specialised fields. The degrees of master and doctor and the degree of Doctor of Philosophy are available in all faculties.

Funding is derived in the main from the Australian Government which also supports the University's research effort directly through the Australian Research Council and indirectly through funding bodies such as the Australian Research Grants Scheme and the National Health and Medical Research Council. The Victorian Government and a number of private charitable foundations also support Monash research. The Monash University staff is operated to encourage an increase in non-government funding to the University in support of its teaching and research programs.

This Calendar, within its two volumes, carries as much information as possible about the operation and government of the University, details about courses and subjects offered for study. The Annual Report and the Research Report, published annually, give more detailed information respectively about the life and affairs of Monash, and the nature of research being conducted in the University. Copies of these publications may be purchased from the Monash University Bookshop or by application to the Registrar, Monash University, Clayton, Victoria 3168, Australia.

SIR JOHN MONASH

General Sir John Monash was born on 27 June 1865 at West Melbourne of German-Polish, Jewish parents. He was educated until the age of twelve at local schools at Richmond and Jerilderie, where his father kept a store. He then attended Scotch College, Melbourne, for four years and was equal dux of the school in 1881. He entered the University of Melbourne in 1882 but after two years had to continue part-time because of financial hardship. In 1895 he had completed degrees in Arts, Engineering, and Law and had also qualified as a municipal surveyor, an engineer of water-supply and a patent attorney. In 1894 he began private practice as a civil engineer, specialising in the new techniques of reinforced concrete, and in the following twenty years prospered from railway- and bridge-building especially.

Monash had joined the militia in 1884 and was commissioned in 1887; by 1913 he was commanding a brigade of staff and providing a nucleus for command of the 4th Brigade, AIF, and served with it through the Gallipoli campaign and in France in 1916. He then became major-general commanding the 3rd Division until May 1918 when he was given charge of the Australian Corps. Monash planned the battle of Hamel, in which tanks were first used with complete success, and the Aus-
Australian Corps led the breakthrough of 8 August 1918, the 'black day of the German Army'. At the close of the war Monash's reputation stood extraordinarily high; many who were in a position to judge considered him the foremost military commander on the Allied side. He was also a general who detested war but who took fierce pride in the achievements of the Australians as an independent force.

In 1919 Monash carried out the repatriation and demobilisation of the Australian forces in Europe. In 1920 he accepted the general managership of the new State Electricity Commission of Victoria and in 1921 became full-time chairman of the Commission. The immense task of developing the State's brown coal in the Latrobe Valley as a source of electrical power, and organising the distribution and marketing of this power throughout Victoria, was carried out with notable success. He died on 8 October 1931, aged 66.

Monash was a great man of a kind which makes it peculiarly appropriate for a university to be named after him. He was a man of highly unusual intellectual range, who exemplified this University's motto in his continued study and drive for knowledge, and who was formidably well-informed in many fields other than engineering and soldiering. His greatest skill, perhaps, was his command of the English language, his lucid speaking and writing. He was conversant with many disciplines; his engineering and musical knowledge influenced his planning of battles. He also painted and drew, was an accomplished pianist, spoke French and German, enjoyed chess, carpentered, and was a bushwalker.

He pursued knowledge for its own sake, but always with an eye to its application. He was a scholar and a man of action.

Donations and Bequests

The University welcomes gifts and bequests for general purposes and also for special purposes such as furtherance of research and the establishment of fellowships and scholarships. Intending benefactors are invited to discuss terms and conditions with the Vice-Chancellor to ensure that their proposed gifts will be applied in a way most suited to their wishes and to the needs of the University.

Under existing legislation gifts to the University are allowable income tax deductions.

A suitable form of bequest is:

'I give to Monash University the sum of ................. dollars free of all duties to be applied for the purposes of the University either in such manner as the Council thereof may determine or in the following manner........ and I direct that the receipt of the Comptroller of the University shall be a sufficient discharge to my trustee(s) for payment of that sum.'

When the manner of application is precisely specified, it is suggested that the Council be empowered to apply the gift or bequest from time to time in any manner which in the opinion of the Council is similar to or a satisfactory substitute for the specified manner. This is recommended because a specified manner of application might, with the passing of time, become inappropriate.

If the intended manner of application requires the University to retain and invest the capital, it will be greatly appreciated if express power is given to the Council to invest the capital in any form of investment it thinks fit, whether an authorised trustee investment or not, and also, if the Council thinks fit, to accumulate part of the income from time to time, to add such accumulations to the capital and subsequently to apply any such accumulation as income; these powers can be exercised to increase the amount of the capital and thereby offset the effects of inflation.
January

1 M New Year's Day Holiday
2 Tu University reopens
8 M Enrolment of new BSpEd and MEdSt students begins
9 Tu Enrolment of new BEdSt students begins
Enrolment of new BSpEd students ends
10 W Last date for discontinuance of a subject/unit taught and assessed in the Summer Term to qualify for 50% refund of Student Amenities Fee relevant to that term
Enrolment of new DipEdPsych students begins
Enrolment of new DipEdPsych students ends
11 Th Enrolment of new DipEdPsych students begins
12 F Enrolment of new BEdSt and MEdSt students ends
15 M Re-enrolment for MEd and PhD begins
Supplementary and special (deferred) examinations, Medicine 3, 4, 5 & 6 begin
17 W Supplementary and special (deferred) examinations, Education, Law, Medicine 1 & 2 and Science begin
Last date for discontinuance of a subject/unit taught and assessed in the Law Summer Term for it to be classified as discontinued
19 F Publication of supplementary and special (deferred) examination results, Medicine 3, 4, 5 & 6
Re-enrolment following supplementary and special (deferred) examination results, Medicine 4, 5, & 6
23 Tu Enrolment of new DipEd students (first round) begins
24 W Supplementary and special (deferred) examinations, Arts, Economics & Politics, Engineering begin
Enrolment of new DipEd students (first round) ends
29 M Australia Day Holiday
30 Tu Medicine 4 Term 2 begins
Medicine 5 begins
Medicine 6 Term 1 begins
31 W Closing date for higher degree re-enrolments

February

2 F Re-enrolment following supplementary and special (deferred) examination results, Education Supplementary and special (deferred) examinations end Publication of supplementary and special (deferred) examination results, Education PhD and Research (Graduate Scholarships) Conference Room, 2.15 pm West Meeting Room
6 Tu Standing Committee on Ethics in Research on Humans, 1.15 pm James McNeill Room
7 W Enrolment of new students in DipEdPsych, BSpEd, BEdSt and MEdSt offered places in second round begins
Enrolment of new students in DipEd (second round) Biosafety Committee, 9.30 am James McNeill Room
Standing Committee on Ethics in Animal Experimentation, 10.30 am West Meeting Room
Steering Committee of Professional Board, 1.00 pm James McNeill Room
Equal Opportunity Advisory Committee, 3.30 pm West Meeting Room
8 Th Buildings Committee, 8.30 am Works and Services Building AIDS Information Committee, 11.00 am West Meeting Room
9 F Enrolment of DipEdPsych, BSpEd, BEdSt and MEdSt students offered places in the second round ends
Re-enrolment following supplementary and special (deferred) examination results, Arts, Economics & Politics, Engineering, Law, Medicine 2 & 3
Publication of supplementary and special (deferred) examination results all faculties except Education, Medicine 3-6
12 M Examinations Law Summer Term begins
Enrolment of first year undergraduates (first round) begins
14 W Enrolment of first year undergraduates (first round) ends
Enrolment of first year undergraduates (second round) begins
Professorial Board, 2.15 pm Council Room
15 Th Orientation for part-time DipEd students
Enrolment following supplementary and special (deferred) examination results, Science First date to submit change of course forms, Arts, Science Occupational Health and Safety Policy Committee, 9.00 am James McNeill Room
Research Committee, 2.15 pm James McNeill Room
16 F Examinations Law Summer Term ends
19 M First date to submit change of course forms, Education
20 Tu Committee of Deans, 2.15 pm James McNeill Room
Bachelor of Special Education, Orientation Day, Room 173 Education Building
21 W Orientation for first year students begins
First date to submit change of course forms, Arts, Economics & Politics, Law Bachelor of Educational Studies, Orientation Day, Room G23 Education Building
Computing Committee, 9.30 am James McNeill Room
22 Th Enrolment of first year undergraduates (second round) begins
Master of Educational Studies, Orientation Day, Rotunda Theatre 3 Master of Educational Policy & Administration, Orientation Day, Rotunda Theatre 3
Publications Committee, 9.15 am West Meeting Room
Steering Committee of Engineering Faculty Board, 12.00 noon Union Board, 6.45 pm Private Dining Room, Union
23 F Standing Committee for the Centre for Human Bioethics, 9.30 am Dining Room Gallery Building Orientation for first year students ends
26 M Semester 1 begins
Semester 1, Medicine 1, 2 and 3 begins
Enrolment of first year undergraduates (second round) ends
First date to submit change of course forms, Engineering
Patents Committee, 12.00 noon James McNeill Room
Council, 3.00 pm Council Room Bookshop Board, 6.00 pm Main Library Conference Room
27 Tu Vice-Chancellor's Advisory Committee for People with Disabilities, 2.15 pm Main Library Conference Room
28 W Biosafety Committee, 9.30 am James McNeill Room
Engineering Faculty Board, 3.30 pm
### March

1. **Th** University Service, 1.10 pm Religious Centre Management Committee for Robert Blackwood Hall, 9.15 am West Meeting Room Monash Orientation Scheme for Aborigines (MOSA) Committee, 2.15 pm James McNeill Room
2. **F** Board of Examiners, Law Summer Term PhD and Research (Graduate Scholarships) Committee, 2.15 pm West Meeting Room
3. **M** Publication of examination results, Law Summer Term Staff Committee, 4.00 pm James McNeill Room
4. **Tu** Standing Committee on Ethics in Research on Humans, 1.15 pm James McNeill Room
5. **W** General Library Committee, 9.15 am Main Library Conference Room Education Faculty Board, 9.15 am Council Room Standing Committee on Ethics in Animal Experimentation, 10.30 am West Meeting Room Economics & Politics Faculty Board, 2.15 pm Council Room Science Faculty Board, 2.15 pm Science Lecture Theatre 14 Accident Research Centre Board of Management, 3.00 pm West Meeting Room
6. **F** Last date for discontinuance of all studies by candidates enrolled for diplomas, bachelor's degrees, master's degrees by coursework, and for not-for-degree and master preliminary candidates to qualify for 100% refund of Student Amenities Fee relevant to Semester 1. Last date for keeping up a new subject/unit taught in Semester 1 or over the whole academic year. First semester or whole year subjects/units discontinued after this date will appear on statements of academic record. Road and Traffic Subcommittee, 9.00 am West Meeting Room.

### April

2. **M** Superannuation Administrators & Trustees, 9.00 am West Meeting Room
3. **Tu** Committee of Deans, 2.15 pm James McNeill Room
4. **W** Biosafety Committee, 9.30 am James McNeill Room Standing Committee on Ethics in Animal Experimentation, 10.30 am West Meeting Room
5. **Th** Occupational Health and Safety Policy Committee, 9.00 am James McNeill Room Housing Committee, 9.30 am West Meeting Room AIDS Information Committee, 11.00 am West Meeting Room Union Board, 6.45 pm Private Dining Room Union Law Faculty Board, 7.30 pm Council Room
6. **F** PhD and Research (Graduate Scholarships) Committee, 2.15 pm West Meeting Room
7. **M** Halls of Residence Committee, 12.45 pm Deakin Hall Dining Room, Deakin Hall Council, 3.00 pm Council Room
8. **Tu** First Teaching Round for DipEd ends Standing Committee on Ethics in Research on Humans, 1.15 pm James McNeill Room Vice-Chancellor's Advisory Committee for People with Disabilities, 2.15 pm Main Library Conference Room
9. **W** Arts Faculty Board, 2.15 pm Science Faculty Board, 2.15 pm Council Room Graduation Ceremony (Economics & Politics), 2.30 pm Robert Blackwood Hall
10. **Th** Research Committee, 2.15 pm James McNeill Room
11. **F** Good Friday Mid Semester 1 break begins
12. **M** Easter Monday
13. **Tu** Easter Tuesday
14. **W** Economics & Politics Faculty Board, 2.15 pm Council Room Engineering Faculty Board, 3.30 pm
15. **F** Mid Semester 1 break ends Medicine 4 Term 2 ends Medicine 6 Term 1 ends
16. **M** Semester 1 resumes Medicine Faculty Board, 5.00 pm Council Room
17. **Tu** Last date to lodge confirmation of enrolment/HECS advice form for Semester 1 Committee of Deans, 2.15 pm James McNeill Room
18. **W** Anzac Day

---

2/3
May

1 Tu Standing Committee on Ethics in Research on Humans, 1.15 pm James McNeill Room
2 W Education Faculty Board, 9.15 am Council Room
Biosafety Committee, 9.30 am James McNeill Room
Standing Committee on Ethics in Animal Experimentation, 10.30 am West Meeting Room
Steering Committee of Professorial Board, 1.00 pm James McNeill Room
Graduation Ceremony (Law/Med) 2.30 pm Robert Blackwood Hall
Equal Opportunity Advisory Committee, 3.30 pm West Meeting Room
3 Th Buildings Committee, 8.30 am Works and Services Building
Law Library Committee, 12 noon Law Conference Room
Union Board, 6.45 pm Private Dining Room, Union
4 F Road and Traffic Subcommittee, 9.00 am West Meeting Room
VTAC Executive Committee, 9.30 am 40 Park St, South Melbourne
7 M Medicine 4 Term 3 begins
Last date for discontinuance of a subject/unit taught and assessed in Semester 1 for it to be classified as discontinued (excluding DipEdPsych, BEdSt, BSpEd and MEdSt)
8 Tu Biomedical Library (Advisory) Committee, 2.15 pm Faculty Room: Campus
Finance Committee, 2.30 pm City Offices
9 W Professorial Board, 2.15 pm Council Room
Hargrave Library Committee, 12 noon Hargrave Library Staff Room
10 Th Management Committee for Robert Blackwood Hall, 9.15 pm West Meeting Room
Research Committee, 2.15 pm James McNeill Room
11 F University Counselling Committee, 9.30 am West Meeting Room
PhD and Research (Graduate Scholarships) Committee, 2.15 pm West Meeting Room
14 M Last date for discontinuance of a subject/unit taught and assessed in Semester 1 in DipEdPsych, BEdSt and MEdSt for it to be classified as discontinued
15 Tu Committee of Deans, 2.15 pm James McNeill Room
16 W Graduation Ceremony (Arts), 2.30 pm Robert Blackwood Hall
17 Th Steering Committee of Engineering Faculty Board, 12 noon
Monash Orientation Scheme for Aborigines (MOSA) Committee, 2.15 pm James McNeill Room
21 M Second Teaching Round DipEd begins
Patents Committee, 12 noon James McNeill Room
Halls of Residence Committee, 12.45 Deakin Hall Dining Room, Deakin Hall
Council, 3.00 pm Council Room
Bookshop Board, 6.00 pm Main Library Conference Room
23 W General Library Committee, 9.15 am Main Library Conference Room

June

1 F Semester 1 ends
Semester 1, Medicine 1 & 2 ends
4 M Gallery Committee, 3.30 pm West Meeting Room
Staff Committee, 4.00 pm James McNeill Room
5 Tu Committee of Deans, 2.15 pm James McNeill Room
6 W Semester 1 examinations begin
Standing Committee on Ethics in Animal Experimentation, 10.30 am West Meeting Room
Medicine Faculty Board, 5.00 pm Council Room
7 Th Occupational Health and Safety Policy Committee, 9.00 am James McNeill Room
Research Committee, 2.15 pm James McNeill Room
Alexander Theatre Committee, 2.15 pm West Meeting Room
8 F PhD and Research (Graduate Scholarships) Committee, 2.15 pm West Meeting Room
Second Teaching Round DipEd ends
11 M Queen's Birthday Holiday
12 Tu Vice-Chancellor's Advisory Committee for People with Disabilities, 2.15 pm Main Library Conference Room
13 W Steering Committee of Professorial Board, 1.00 pm James McNeill Room
Equal Opportunity Advisory Committee, 3.30 pm West Meeting Room
14 Th Buildings Committee, 8.30 am Works and Services Building
15 F Semester 1, Medicine 3 ends
19 Tu Finance Committee, 2.30 pm City Offices
20 W Biosafety Committee, 9.30 am James McNeill Room
22 F VTAC Executive Committee, 9.30 am 40 Park St, South Melbourne
26 Tu Committee of Deans, 2.15 pm James McNeill Room
28 Th Publications Committee, 9.15 am West Meeting Room
Steering Committee of Engineering Faculty Board, 12 noon
29 F Semester 1 examinations end
Main Library Users' Committee, 2.15 pm Main Library Conference Room
July

2 M Council, 3.00 pm Council Room
3 Tu Board of Examiners, Education
   Biomedical Library (Advisory) Committee, 2.15 pm Faculty Room
   Campus
   Standing Committee on Ethics in Research on Humans, 1.15 pm James McNeill Room
4 W Education Faculty Board, 9.15 am Council Room
   Standing Committee on Ethics in Animal Experimentation, 10.30 am West Meeting Room
   Hargrave Library Committee, 12 noon Hargrave Library Staff Room
   Economics & Politics Faculty Board, 2.15 pm Council Room
   Engineering Faculty Board, 3.30 pm Research Committee, 2.15 pm James McNeill Room
5 Th Publication of Semester 1 examination results, Education
6 F Publication of semester 1 examination results, Education
   PhD and Research (Graduate Scholarships) Committee, 2.15 pm West Meeting Room
9 M Board of Examiners, Arts, Law, Science
10 Tu Board of Examiners, Economics & Politics, Engineering
11 W Arts Faculty Board, 2.15 pm Council Room
12 Th Publication of examination results for Arts, Law, Science
13 F Publication of examination results for Economics & Politics, Engineering including BE/BA, BE/LLB, BEc/BE, BEd/LLB, BIS, BSc/BE BE Yr 4
16 M Semester 2 begins
   Semester 2, Medicine 1, 2 & 3 begins
17 Tu Committee of Deans, 2.15 pm James McNeill Room
18 W General Library Committee, 9.15 am Main Library Conference Room
   Science Faculty Board, 2.15 pm Council Room
   Accident Research Centre Board of Management, 3.00 pm West Meeting Room
   Medicine Faculty Board, 5.00 pm Council Room
19 Th Admissions Committee, 2.15 pm West Meeting Room
   Union Board, 6.45 pm Private Dining Room, Union
20 F Medicine 6 Term 2 ends
   Standing Committee for the Centre for Human Bioethics, 9.30 am Dining Room, Gallery Building
23 M Last date for discontinuance of a subject/unit taught in Medicine 3 for it to be classified as discontinued
   Opening date for applications for entry to the Bachelor of Social Work course for 1991
25 W Computing Committee, 9.30 am James McNeill Room
   Steering Committee of Professorial Board, 1.00 pm James McNeill Room
   Equal Opportunity Advisory Committee, 2.30 pm West Meeting Room
26 Th Buildings Committee, 8.30 am Works and Services Building
   Housing Committee, 9.30 am West Meeting Room
   AIDS Information Committee, 11.00 am West Meeting Room
27 F Medicine 4 Term 3 ends
   Last date to take up a new subject/unit taught in Semester 2 (excluding Education). Semester 2 subjects/units discontinued after this date will appear on statements of academic record (excluding Education)
   Last date for discontinuance of all studies by candidates enrolled for diplomas, bachelor’s degrees, master’s degrees by coursework, and by not-for-degree and master preliminary candidates to qualify for 100% refund of Students Amenities Fee relevant to Semester 2
30 M Medicine 6 Term 3 begins
   Law Faculty Board, 7.30 pm Council Room
31 Tu Finance Committee, 2.30 pm City Offices

August

1 W Standing Committee on Ethics in Animal Experimentation, 10.30 am West Meeting Room
   Professorial Board, 2.15 pm Council Room
2 Th Law Library Committee, 12 noon Law Conference Room, Research Committee, 2.15 pm James McNeill Room
3 F Closing date for change of course/subject/unit taught in Semester 2, Education
   PhD and Research (Graduate Scholarships) Committee, 2.15 pm West Meeting Room
7 Tu Committee of Deans, 2.15 pm James McNeill Room
8 W Arts Faculty Board, 2.15 pm Council Room
9 Th Steering Committee of Engineering Faculty Board, 12 noon Union Board, 6.45 pm Private Dining Room, Union
10 F University Counselling Committee, 9.30 am West Meeting Room
   VTAC Executive Committee, 9.30 am Hotel, 12 noon James McNeill Room
   Halls of Residence Committee, 12.45 pm Deakin Hall Dining Room, Deakin Hall Council, 3.00 pm Council Room
14 Tu Standing Committee on Ethics in Research on Humans, 1.15 pm James McNeill Room
   Vice-Chancellor’s Advisory Committee for People with Disabilities, 2.15 pm Main Library Conference Room
15 W Engineering Faculty Board, 3.30 pm
16 Th Management Committee for Robert Blackwood Hall, 9.15 am West Meeting Room
17 F Semester 2, Medicine 3 ends
22 W Biosafety Committee, 9.30 am James McNeill Room
   Science Faculty Board, 2.15 pm Science Lecture Theatre 14
23 M Last date for discontinuance of a subject/unit taught and assessed in Medicine 6 for it to be classified as discontinued
   Gallery Committee, 2.30 pm West Meeting Room
28 Tu Committee of Deans, 2.15 pm James McNeill Room
29 W Engineering Faculty Board, 5.00 pm Council Room
30 Th Management Committee for Robert Blackwood Hall, 9.15 am West Meeting Room
   Publications Committee, 9.15 am James McNeill Room
   Alexander Theatre Committee, 2.15 pm West Meeting Room
   Research Committee, 2.15 pm James McNeill Room
31 F Last date for discontinuance of all studies by candidates enrolled for diplomas, bachelor’s degrees, master’s degrees by coursework, and by not-for-degree and master preliminary candid-
### PRINCIPAL DATES

- **26 W** General Library Committee, 4.00 pm James McNeill Room
- **14 F** Publication of examination results, Medicine 3
- **21 F** Last date to lodge confirmation of enrolment/withdrawal
- **18 Tu** Committee of Deans, 1.15 pm James McNeill Room
- **6 Th** Buildings Committee, 9.00 am Council Room
- **7 F** Road and Traffic Sub-committee, 9.00 am West Meeting Room
- **13 Th** Finance Committee, 2.30 pm City Offices
- **5 W** Education Faculty Board, 9.15 am Council Room
- **6 Th** Staff Committee, 4.00 pm James McNeill Room
- **4 Tu** Standing Committee on Ethics in Research on Humans, 1.15 pm James McNeill Room
- **22 M** Halls of Residence Committee, 12.45 pm Deakin Hall Dining Room, Deakin Hall
- **23 Tu** Biology Committee, 2.30 pm City Offices
- **24 W** Professorial Board, 2.15 pm Council Room
- **25 Th** Publications Committee, 9.15 am West Meeting Room
- **26 W** General Library Committee, 9.15 am Main Library Conference Room

### September

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Event</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3 M</td>
<td>Medicine 4 Term 4 begins</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 Tu</td>
<td>Standing Committee on Ethics in Research on Humans, 1.15 pm James McNeill Room</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 W</td>
<td>Education Faculty Board, 9.15 am Council Room</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 Th</td>
<td>Buildings Committee, 8.30 am Works and Services Building</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 F</td>
<td>Road and Traffic Sub-committee, 9.00 am West Meeting Room</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 M</td>
<td>Last date for discontinuance of a subject/unit taught and assessed over the whole teaching year in DipEd for it to be classified as discontinued</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11 Tu</td>
<td>Finance Committee, 2.30 pm City Offices</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12 W</td>
<td>Hargrave Library Committee, 12 noon Hargrave Library Staff Room</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13 Th</td>
<td>Board of Examiners, Medicine 3 Monash Orientation Scheme for Aborigines (MOSA) Committee, 2.15 pm James McNeill Room</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14 F</td>
<td>Publication of examination results, Medicine 3 Clinical Orientation Day Medicine 4 Term 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17 M</td>
<td>Mid Semester 2 begins Medicine 4 Term 1 begins</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18 Tu</td>
<td>Committee of Deans, 2.15 pm James McNeill Room</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20 Th</td>
<td>Steering Committee of Engineering Faculty Board, 12 noon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21 F</td>
<td>Last date to lodge confirmation of enrolment/withdrawal and to submit the HECS advice form for Semester 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24 M</td>
<td>Mid Semester 2 begins, Education Halls of Residence Committee, 12.45 pm Deakin Hall Dining Room, Deakin Hall Council, 3.00 pm Council Room Bookshop Board, 6.00 pm Main Library Conference Room</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26 W</td>
<td>General Library Committee, 9.15 am Main Library Conference Room Arts Faculty Board, 2.15 pm Council Room Engineering Faculty Board, 3.30 pm</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### October

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Event</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 M</td>
<td>Semester 2 resumes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 Tu</td>
<td>Standing Committee on Ethics in Research on Humans, 1.15 pm James McNeill Room</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 W</td>
<td>Standing Committee on Ethics in Animal Experimentation, 10.30 am West Meeting Room</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 Th</td>
<td>Law Library Committee, 12 noon Law Conference Room</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 F</td>
<td>Standing Committee for the Centre for Human Bioethics, 9.30 Dining Room Gallery Building</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8 M</td>
<td>Standing Committee of Professorial Board, 1.00 pm James McNeill Room</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9 Tu</td>
<td>Board of Koorie Research Centre, 9.30 am Gallery Theatre, Gallery Building</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 W</td>
<td>Economics &amp; Politics Faculty Board, 2.15 pm Council Room</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11 Th</td>
<td>Admissions Committee, 2.15 pm West Meeting Room</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17 W</td>
<td>Biosafety Committee, 9.30 am James McNeill Room</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19 F</td>
<td>Medical 6 Term 3 ends Semester 2 Medicine 1 &amp; 2 ends</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20 Tu</td>
<td>Vice-Chancellor's Advisory Committee for People with Disabilities, 2.15 pm Main Library Conference Room</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22 M</td>
<td>Halls of Residence Committee, 12.45 pm Deakin Hall Dining Room, Deakin Hall Council, 3.00 pm Council Room Bookshop Board, 6.00 pm Main Library Conference Room</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26 F</td>
<td>Closing date for Commonwealth Postgraduate Course Awards (PCPA)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30 Tu</td>
<td>Biomedical Library (Advisory) Committee, 2.15 pm Faculty Room Campus</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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November

1 Th Examinations end, Medicine 6
   Steering Committee of Engineering Faculty Board, 12 noon
2 F Road and Traffic Subcommittee 9.00 am West Meeting Room
   Main Library Users’ Committee, 2.15 pm Main Library Conference Room
   PhD and Research (Graduate Scholarships) Committee, 2.15 pm West Meeting Room
3 M Patents Committee, 12 noon James McNeill Room
   Council, 3.00 pm Council Room
4 T Standing Committee on Ethics in Research on Humans, 1.15 pm James McNeill Room
5 W Education Faculty Board, 9.15 am Council Room
   Standing Committee on Ethics in Animal Experimentation, 10.30 am West Meeting Room
   Religious Centre Advisory Committee, 2.30 pm West Meeting Room
   Hargrave Library Committee, 12 noon Hargrave Library Staff Room
   Arts Faculty Board, 2.15 pm Council Room
   Engineering Faculty Board, 3.30 pm
6 Th Science Faculty Board, 2.15 pm Science Lecture Theatre 14
   Economics & Politics Faculty Board, 2.15 pm Council Room
7 Th Admissions Committee, 2.15 pm West Meeting Room
8 F University Counselling Committee, 9.30 am West Meeting Room
9 M Last date for discontinuance of a subject/unit taught and assessed in Medicine 5 for it to be classified as discontinued
   Staff Committee, 4.00 pm James McNeill Room
10 Tu Committee of Deans, 2.15 pm James McNeill Room
11 W Board of Examiners, Medicine 6
   General Library Committee, 9.15 am Main Library Conference Room
   Accident Research Centre Board of Management Committee, 3.00 pm West Meeting Room
   Medicine Faculty Board, 5.00 pm Council Room
12 Th Occupational Health and Safety Policy Committee, 9.00 am James McNeill Room
   Alexander Theatre Committee, 2.15 pm West Meeting Room
   Research Committee, 2.15 pm James McNeill Room
   Union Board, 6.45 pm Private Dining Room, Union
13 F Medicine 4 Term 4 ends
   Publication of examination results, Medicine 6
14 M Gallery Committee, 3.30 pm James McNeill Room
15 W Semester 2 examinations end
   Computing Committee, 9.30 am James McNeill Room
   Steering Committee of Professorial Board, 1.00 pm James McNeill Room
   Equal Opportunity Advisory Committee, 3.30 pm West Meeting Room
16 Th Law Summer Term begins
   Buildings Committee, 8.30 am Works and Service Building

December

3 M Board of Examiners, Economics & Politics 4, Education
4 Th Board of Examiners, Medicine 1, 2 & 4, Science 4
5 W Board of Examiners, Economics & Politics postgraduate and MBA
   Standing Committee on Ethics in Animal Experimentation, 10.30 am West Meeting Room
   Professional Board, 2.15 pm Council Room
6 Th Publication of examination results, Economics & Politics 4, Science 4
7 F Publication of examination results, Education, Medicine 1, 2 & 4
   Board of Examiners, Law, Science 1–3
   Re-enrolment of students continuing DipEd
   PhD and Research (Graduate Scholarships) Committee, 2.15 pm West Meeting Room
   Graduation Ceremony (Engineering/Medicine/Education), 2.30 pm Robert Blackwood Hall
8 Sa Medicine 4 Term 1 ends
9 M Publication of examination results, Economics postgraduate and MBA
   Board of Examiners, Arts, Economics & Politics
   Re-enrolment of DipEdPsych and MedSt begins
10 Tu Board of Examiners, Engineering, Medicine 5
   Re-enrolment for DipEdPsych ends
   Committee of Deans, 2.15 pm James McNeill Room
11 W Re-enrolment for BSpEd begins
12 Th Re-enrolment for BSpEd ends
   Re-enrolment for BSpEd ends
   Research Committee, 2.15 pm James McNeill Room
14 F Publication of examination results, Economics & Politics 1–3, Eco/Eng, Eco/Law, Engineering and
   Eng/Law, Sci/Eng 4
   Publication of examination results BIS degree
   PhD and Research (Graduate Scholarships) Committee, 2.15 pm West Meeting Room
15 M Publication of examination results, Arts, Arts/Law, Arts/Eng
   Re-enrolment of undergraduates begins
   Re-enrolment for BEdSt begins
   Bookshop Board, 2.00 pm Main Library Conference Room
   Council, 3.00 pm Council Room
16 Tu Re-enrolment for MedSt ends
17 W Re-enrolment for BEdSt ends
18 Th Re-enrolment of undergraduates ends
19 Tu Christmas Day
20 W Boxing Day
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#### Professors 3/9
- Faculty of Arts 3/13
  - Anthropology and Sociology 3/12
  - Asian Languages and Studies 3/13
  - Classical Studies 3/13
  - English 3/13
  - Geography and Environmental Science 3/14
  - German Studies and Slavic Studies 3/14
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Officers of the University

Principal Officers

Visitor
His Excellency Dr Davis McCaughey, Governor of Victoria

Chancellor
The Hon. Sir George Hermann Lush LLM Melb.

Deputy Chancellor
James Arnold Hancock OBE BCom Melb. FCA AASA

Vice-Chancellor
Malcolm Ian Logan BA PhD DipEd Syd. FASSA

Deputy Vice-Chancellor Academic
John Anthony Hay BA PhD W.Aust. MA Cantab. FACE

Deputy Vice-Chancellor Research
Ian James Polmear BMetE MSc DEng Melb. FTS FIM FIEAust

Registrar
Anthony Langley Pritchard BSc DipEd Melb. BEd Qld

Comptroller
Peter Brian Wade BCom (Hons) MA Melb. FASA

Members of Council

Appointed by the Governor in Council

Members of Parliament of Victoria


Thomas William Wallace MP (from 12 December 1987 to 11 December 1991)

Representing Industrial and Commercial Interests
James Arnold Hancock OBE BCom Melb. FCA AASA (from 18 July 1989 to 17 July 1993)

Geoffrey Alistair Knights MA PhD Cantab. (from 14 July 1987 to 2 July 1991)


Rachelle Ann Lewitan BA LLB (Hons) Melb. (from 14 July 1987 to 2 July 1991)

Helen Marion Nugent BA PhD Qld MBA Harv. (from 18 July 1989 to 17 July 1993)


Elected by the Graduates of the University
Anthony Henry May BEc LLB (from 21 October 1988 to 20 October 1992)

Kay Christine Lesley Patterson BA Syd. PhD DipEd MAPsS (from 21 October 1986 to 20 October 1990)

Elected by the Faculties

Faculty of Arts
Alan George Lewers Shaw AO BA Melb. MA Oxon. FASSA FAHA (from 3 July 1989 to 2 July 1993)

Faculty of Economics and Politics
June Margaret Hearn MA PhD Melb. (from 23 August 1989 to 2 July 1993)

Faculty of Education
Winifred McDonell BA MEd DipEd FACE (from 6 January 1988 to 2 July 1990)

Faculty of Engineering

Faculty of Law
The Hon. Mr Justice Robert Clive Tadgell LLB Melb. (from 3 July 1986 to 2 July 1990)
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Faculty of Science
Hugh Alexander Grayson FMTC CChem FRACI FIDA FAIM (from 3 July 1987 to 2 July 1991)

Elected by the Professors
John Newsome Crossley MA DPhil Oxon. (from 18 September 1989 to 2 July 1993)
William Henry Melbourne BE Syd PhD DIC Lond. FIEAust FRAes FRGS (from 3 July 1987 to 2 July 1991)
Clive Trevor Probyn MA VirginiaBA PhD Nott. (from 3 July 1987 to 2 July 1991)
Bruce Oswald West BSc Adel. PhD Adel. and Cantab. FRACI (from 3 July 1986 to 2 July 1990)

Elected by Teaching Staff other than Professors
Jennifer Strauss BA Melb. (from 11 July 1986 to 2 July 1990)

Ex Officio
Chancellor
The Hon. Sir George Hermann Lush LLM Melb.
Vice-Chancellor
Malcolm Ian Logan BA PhD Melb. DipEd Syd. FASSA

Appointed by the Minister for Education

Co-opted Members
Dorothy Ruth Przeczy BA BEd Melb. FACE (from 7 August 1989 to 30 June 1993)
Vacant
Vacant
Vacant

Deans of Faculties
Peter LePoer Darvall BCE Melb. MS Ohio State MSE MA PhD Prin. DipEd MIEAust (from 1 January 1989 to 31 December 1990)
Charles Robert Williams BCL Oxon. BJuris LLB(Hons) Barrister-at-Law (Vic) (from 1 January 1990 to 31 December 1991)

Elected by Non-Academic Staff
Douglas Raymond Ellis BEc ARMIT (from 25 March 1988 to 2 July 1990)

Elected by the Students in the University
James Leslie Backwell (from 25 October 1989 to 4 June 1990)
Barbara Dawn Murray MA (from 23 June 1989 to 22 June 1991)
Raymond Victor Scott (from 23 June 1989 to 22 June 1991)

Secretary: Mr M D Watson

The Professorial Board

By statute the Registrar is secretary to all academic boards and committees but the individuals named below are those to whom he has delegated secretarial responsibilities.

Chairman: The Vice-Chancellor
Professor J R Anderson
Professor D N Aspin
Professor R C Atkins
Mr J Backwell
Professor A Bakken
Professor B A Barry
Professor R Baxt
Dr C J Bellamy
Professor A L A Boursa
Professor D Bradley
Professor R D Brown
Professor T C Brown
Acting Professor W A Brown
Professor M D Brunt
Professor H G Burger
Associate Professor G Burke
Professor E M Campbell
Professor N E Carson
Professor N Christophidis
Professor A C L Clark
Professor G L Clark
Professor M G Clyne
Acting Professor H B Connell
Professor S M Cordner
Professor J D C Crisp
Professor J N Crossley
Professor J M Cullen
Professor H T Cullinan
Professor G J Davison
Professor P Le P Darvall
Professor R H Day
Professor D M de Kretser
Mr C Dundas
Professor H V Emery
Professor L A Endersbee
Professor W J Ewens
Professor S Faine
Professor A H M Fels
Professor P J Fensham
Professor P D Finch
Professor B G Firkin
Professor P T FitzRoy
Professor J W Freebairn
Professor J W Funder
Professor J W Goding
Professor L M Goldschlager
Ms M Grossman
Acting Professor N D Hallam
Professor N A J Hastings
Professor J Hay
Professor J G Head
Professor M T W Hearn
Professor A S Henry
Professor P Hiller
Miss S Hollingworth
Professor B W Holloway
Professor M E Holman
Associate Professor T Hore
Acting Professor J P Hu
Professor W R Jackson
Professor R A Jarvis
Professor J S Kahn
Professor M J Kartomi
Professor Y T Kee
Professor R G Keightley
Professor D A Kemp
Professor M L King
Mr B A Knox
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Emeritus Professors

Richard Roderick Andrew AO MD BS Melb PhD Med HONMD FRCP FRACP. Appointed Dean of the Faculty of Medicine 10 October 1960. Retired 31 December 1976.


Joseph Bornstein MD BS DSc Melb. FRACP. Appointed Professor of Biochemistry 1 July 1961. Retired 31 December 1983.


Richard Charles Nairn MD ChB PhD Liv. FRCPATH FRCPA FRACP FRSE Appointed Professor of Pathology 8 January 1963. Retired 31 December 1984.


Peter William Musgrave MA CertEd Cantab PhD Lond. FASSA. Appointed Professor of Education 1 January 1982. Formerly (1 January 1970 to 31 December 1976) Professor of Education and (1 January 1977 to 31


Herbert Cairns Bolton BSc PhD Lond. FAIP. Appointed Professor of Theoretical Physics 6 August 1962. Retired 31 December 1986.


---

**Chancellors**


**Deputy Chancellors**

1961–1968 Sir Michael Chamberlin OBE KCOP Hon LLD

1968–1973 Francis Gordon Lennox DSc Melb. HonLLD FRACI FII

1973–1974 Sir Brian William Hone OBE BA Adel. MA Oxon. FACE


---

**Vice-Chancellors**


---

**Deputy Vice-Chancellors**


---

**Pro-Vice-Chancellors**

1971–1975 John Melvin Swan PhD Lond. BSc DSc Melb. FRACI FAA


1976 Kevin Charles Westfold BSc MA Melb. DPhil Oxon.

1976–1982* Bruce Oswald West BSc Adel. PhD Adel. and Cantab. FRACI


1988–1989 Lance Aubrey; Endersbee AO BCE ME Melb. FTS HonMEIC FIEAust FASCE MAustIMM

*Part-time to 15 March 1985.

---

**Registrars**


---

**Comptrollers**
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Librarians
1960–1971 Ernest Hayden Clark BA Melb. FLAA
1972–1988 Thomas Brian Southwell BA Syd. ALAA

Professors

Accounting

Accounting and Finance
1976–1986 Robert Rupert Officer BAgSc Melb. MAgSc N.E. MBA PhD Chic.

Administration

Agricultural Economics

Anatomy

Anthropology and Sociology
1963–1968 Maxwell Gay Marwick MA UED S.A. PhD Cape T.

Applied Mathematics
1965–1986 Rene François Edouard Van der Borght LicSc(Math) Dr-es-Sc Louvain

Dean of the Faculty of Arts

Astronomy

Biochemistry
1961–1983 Joseph Bornstein MD BS DSc Melb. FRACP

Biology

Botany

Classical Studies

Economometrics
1978–1986 David Evan Albert Giles BSc MCom PhD Cant.

Dean of the Faculty of Economics and Politics

Economics
1976–1979 Michael Gleavehorne Porter BSc Adel. AM PhD Stan. FASSA

Dean of the Faculty of Education
1964–1971 Richard Selby Smith MA Oxon. MAT Harv. FACE
1971–1975 Sydney Stephen Dunn BA Dip Ed Adel. BEd Melb. FAPsS FACE FASSA
1982–1988 Peter James Fensham AM MSc Melb. PhD Brit. and Cantab. FRACI ABPsS AAPsS

Education
1966–1971 Sydney Stephen Dunn BA DipEd Adel. BEd Melb. FAPsS FACE FASSA
1970–1976 Peter William Musgrave MA

The Ian Clunies Ross Chair of Education
1967–1981 Peter James Fensham MSc Melb. PhD Brit. and Cantab. FRACI ABPsS AAPsS

The K S Cunningham Chair of Education
1971–1976 Sydney Stephen Dunn BA DipEd Adel. BEd Melb. FAPsS FACE FASSA

The Fred Schonell Chair of Education

Research Chair in Education (Studies of Exceptional Children)

Dean of the Faculty of Engineering
1976–1988 Lance Aubrey Endersbee AO BCE ME Melb. FRN MEIC HonFIEAust FASCE MAustiMM

Electrical Engineering
1970–1979 Karol Morsztyn MEE Lwow CTS Gliwitzer FIEAust SMIEEE

Engineering

* Part-time
English

Part-time

Fluid Mechanics
1967–1974 Ronald George Barden BSc Lond. BE PhD adel. FIE Aust FRSA

French
1971–1974 Francois Van Laere LicPhilL Brussels

Geography
1978–1981 William Carey Clarke MA PhD Cali
1971–1985 Malcolm Ian Logan BA DiplEd Syd. FASSA

Geology
1972–1984 Bruce Edward Hobbs BSc PhD Syd.

German
1963–1987 Leslie Bodi DrPhil Bad.

History
1966–1983 Alan Mame McBriar BA Melb. DPhil Oxon. FASSA

Indonesian and Malay
1964–1986 Cyril Skinner BA PhD DipOAS Lond. FRAS

Dean of the Faculty of Law
1964–1968 Sir David Plunneyi Derham KBE CMG BA LLM Melb. HonLLD Barrister-at-Law
1969–1970 Peter Louis Waller. LLB (Hons) Melb. BCL Oxon. FASSA Barrister and Solicitor (Vic.)
1971 Enid Mona Campbell OBE BEd LLB Tas. PhD Duke FASSA Barrister and Solicitor (Tas.) (From 1 January 1971 to 29 August 1971.)

The Sir John Barry Chair of Law

The Sir Owen Dixon Chair of Law
1964–1968 Sir David Plunneyi Derham KBE CMG BA LLM Melb. HonLLD Barrister-at-Law

The Henry Bournes Higgins Chair of Law

The Sir John Latham Chair of Law

The Sir Hayden Starke Chair of Law

Librarianship
1975–1988 Jean Primrose Whyte BA adel. AM Chic. FLAA

Linguistics
1965–1987 Ulf Göran Emil Hammastrom, FilDr Uppsala

Marketing
1971–1973 Irwin Gross BA BEE N.Y. MSEE S. Calif. PhD Case Western

Materials Engineering
1967–1986 Ian James Polmear BMetE MSc DEng Melb. FTS FIE Aust

Mathematical Statistics

Mechanism

Dean of the Faculty of Medicine
1960–1976 Richard Roderick Andrew AO MD BS Melb. HonMD FRCP FRACP

Medicine
1962–1972 Bryan Hudson AO PhD MD BS Melb. FRCP FRACP
1970–1982* Harry William Garlick AO MD BS Melb. FRCP FRACP
1972–1986 Colin Ivor Johnston MB BS Syd. FRACP

Meteorology

Microbiology
1963–1968 Barrie Patrick Marmion MD BS DSc Lond. FCPath MCPA

Personal Chair in Microbiology
1986–1989 Edwin George Westaway BSc PhD Qld MASM

* Part-time
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OFFICERS AND STAFF</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Music</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Organic Chemistry</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1966–1970 John Melvin Swan PhD Lond. DSc Meth. FRACI FAA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Pathology</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1963–1984 Richard Charles Nairn MD ChB PhD Liv. FRCPath FRCPA FRACP FRSE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Philosophy</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1961–1976 David Hector Monro MA N.Z. FASSA FAHA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1978–1986 Frank Cameron Jackson BA BSc Melb. PhD La T. FAHA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Physics</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1960–1974 Robert Street PhD DSc Lond. FInstP FAIP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1962–1986 Herbert Cairns Bolton BSc PhD Lond. FAIP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Politics</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Psychological Medicine</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1969–1982 Wallace Ironside MD ChB Aberd. DPM Eng. FRACP FRCPsych FRANZCP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Psychology</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1971–1978 Ronald William Cumming BE Syd. AM (Psychol.) Mich. ME Melb. CEng FHFS MIEAust AFRAeS MAPsS ABPsS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Pure Mathematics</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1965–1968 Zvonimir Janko PhD DSc Zagreb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Russian</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1968–1972 Zdeněk Frantisek Oliverius CSc PhD Prague</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Dean of the Faculty of Science</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1976–1984 John Melvin Swan PhD Lond. DSc Melb. FRACI FAA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Social and Preventive Medicine</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1968–1976 Basil Stuart Hetzel MD BS Adel. FRCP FRACP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1976–1985 Louis Jonah Opit BSc Warw. MB BS Adel. FRCS FRACS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Social Work</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Surgery</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1963–1972 Hugh Arnold Freeman Dudley MB ChM Edin. FRCS (Edin.) FRACS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1968–1975 James McKinnon Watts MB BS Melb. FRACS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1973–1984 Sir Edward Stuart Reginald Hughes CBE MD MS Melb. FRCS FRACS HonFRCS (Can.) FACS HonFPCS HonFRCS (Edin.) HonFRCS (I.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Visual Arts</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Zoology and Comparative Physiology</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Research Professor of Zoology</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Teaching, Research and Associated Staff

Professors

Chemistry

Electrical Engineering

Pure Mathematics

Inorganic Chemistry

Chemical Engineering
Owen Edward Potter MScApp Qld MSc Lond. PhD DSc Manc. FCHEM E MAICHE FRACI FAATS. Appointed 1 February 1964.

Obstetrics and Gynaecology
Edwin Carlyle Wood CBE MB BS Melb. FRCS FRCOG TRCOG. Appointed 2 May 1964.

Structural Engineering

Mathematical Statistics
Peter Derrick Finch BA Durh. Appointed 1 July 1964.

Psychology

Paediatrics
Arthur Colvin Lindesay Clark MD BS Melb. FRACP. Appointed 15 February 1965.

The Sir Leo Cussen Chair of Law
Peter Louis Waller LLB (Hons) Melb. BCL Oxon. FASSA Barrister and Solicitor (Vic.) Appointed 1 June 1965, Dean of the Faculty of Law 1 January 1969 to 31 December 1970.

Biochemistry
Anthony William Linnane PhD DSc Syd. FRS FAA. Appointed 5 October 1965.

Japanese

Economics (part-time)

Applied Mathematics
Bruce Rutherfurd Morton MSc Auck. BA PhD Cantab. Appointed 3 March 1967.

Engineering Dynamics

The Sir Isaac Isaacs Chair of Law
Enid Mona Campbell OBE BEe LLB Tas. PhD Duke FASSA Barrister and Solicitor (Tas.) Appointed 1 August 1967. Dean of the Faculty of Law 1 January 1971 to 29 August 1971.

Deputy Vice-Chancellor Research

Education

Genetics
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Microbiology

Zoology

Economic History

Computer Science
Christopher Stewart Wallace BSc PhD Syd. FACS. Appointed 1 July 1968.

Medicine
Barry George Firkin BSc(Med.) MB BSyd. FRACP FRCGP. Appointed 3 March 1969.

Pure Mathematics

Personal Chair of Biochemistry
Dennis Arthur Lowther BSc Leeds PhD Lond. Appointed 8 December 1969.

Personal Chair of Physiology

Vice-Chancellor
Malcolm Ian Logan BA PhD DipEd Syd. FASSA. Appointed 1 February 1987. Formerly (appointed 5 April 1971) Professor of Geography, seconded part-time (15 March 1982) to Pro-Vice-Chancellorship, appointed full-time (15 March 1983) to Pro-Vice-Chancellorship, appointed (9 December 1985) to Deputy Vice-Chancellorship.

Economics

Experimental Physics
William Albert Rachinger MSc PhD Melb. FAIP. Appointed 14 January 1972.

Spanish

Education

The Sir Hayden Starke Chair of Law
Christopher Gregory Weeramantry BA LLD Lond. Hon. LLD Ceyl.(C’ba.). Advocate of the Supreme Court of Ceylon (formerly a Puisee Justice of the Supreme Court of Ceylon), Barrister-at-Law (Vic.). Appointed 2 June 1972.

The Sir John Latham Chair of Law

Classical Studies

Civil Engineering

Organic Chemistry

Economics

Russian

Education

Personal Chair in the Department of Medicine
Paul Ivan Kornier MSc MD BSyd. FRACP FAA. Appointed 17 March 1975.

Community Practice

Fluid Mechanics

Pharmacology
Alan Louis Arthur Boura BSc PhD DSc Lond. CBiol FBiol. Appointed 6 November 1975.

Politics
Hugh Vincent Emy BSc (Econ.) PhD Lond. Appointed 10 December 1975.

Zoology

Surgery

Economics
John Graeme Head BEc Adel. BPhil Oxon. Appointed 1 July 1976.

Physics
Thomas Frederick Smith BSc PhD Sheff. FAIP. Appointed 14 July 1976.

Administration
Peter Trevor FitzRoy BMechE Melb. MSIE PhD Purdue. Appointed 1 November 1976.

Philosophy
Peter Albert David Singer MA Melb. BPhil Oxon. FAHA. Appointed 1 January 1977.
Mathematical Statistics

Chemistry

Operations Research

Anatomy
David Morritz de Kretser MB BS Melb. MD FRACP. Appointed 1 April 1978.

Accounting and Finance

Honorary Chair in the Department of Medicine
Henry George Burger MD BS Melb. FRACP. Appointed 13 November 1978.

Politics

Director, Centre of Policy Studies

History

Physiology

Education

History

English

Personal Chair of Reproductive Biology
Roger Valentine Short BVSc Brist. MS WIs. PhD ScD Cantab. FRs FRSE MRCVS. Appointed 1 May 1982.

Visual Arts
Mary Margaret Plant MA PhD Melb. FAHA. Appointed 1 June 1982.

Dean of the Faculty of Economics and Politics

Psychological Medicine
Graeme Crawford Smith MB BS MD DPM Melb. FRANZCP. Appointed 8 August 1983.


Administration

Geography and Environmental Science

Honorary Chair of Haemostology

Dean of the Faculty of Science

Pathology and Immunology

Electrical Engineering

Personal Chair in Economics

Biochemistry

Anthropology
Joel Simmons Kahn BA C'nell MPhil PhD Lond. Appointed 1 February 1986.

Deputy Director, Centre of Policy Studies

Social and Preventive Medicine

Surgery

Econometrics

French

Computer Science
Leslie Michael Goldschlager PhD Tor. MSc Appointed 1 January 1987.

Education
Millicent Eleanor Poole BA BEd Qld MA N.E. PhD Lat. Appointed 1 January 1987.

Joint ICI Australia/Monash University Chair of Industrial Chemistry
OFFICERS AND STAFF

Medicine
Mark Lawrence Wahlqvist BMedSc MD BS Adel. MD Uppsala, FRACP. Appointed 1 March 1987.

Earth Sciences
Gordon Stuart Lister BSc Qld BSc James Cook PhD A.N.U. Appointed 1 April 1987.

Forensic Medicine

Dean of the Faculty of Law and the Sir John Barry Chair of Law
Charles Robert Williams BCL Oxon. BLjuris LLB (Hons), Barrister and Solicitor (Vic.). Appointed the Sir John Barry Professor of Law 10 August 1987. Appointed Dean of the Faculty of Law 31 October 1988.

The Sir Owen Dixon Chair of Law

Honorary Chair in Chemistry
John Robert Anderson BSc N.S.W. PhD DSc Cantab. FRACI FAA. Appointed 5 October 1987.

Honorary Chair in Medicine
Robert Charles Atkins MB BS Melb. MSc Colorado FRACP. Appointed 9 November 1987.

Honorary Chair in Medicine

Geriatric Medicine

Dean of the Faculty of Engineering

Honorary Chair in Chemical Engineering
David Francis Anthonisz Koch MSc PhD W.Aust. FRACI MAusIMM FTS. Appointed 7 July 1988.

Personal Chair in Linguistics
Michael George Clyne MA Melb. PhD FASSA FAHA. Appointed 8 August 1948.

Social Work

Telecom Chair of Telecommunications and Information Engineering

Materials Engineering
Paul Lawrence Rossiter BSc PhD FAIP MIEAust. Appointed 12 December 1988.

Personal Chair in Medicine
Hatem Hassan Salem MB ChB Mosul MD MRCP MRCS FRACP FRCPA. Appointed 12 December 1988.

Personal Chair in Psychology

Research Chair in Diabetes (part-time)

Dean of the Faculty of Education

Accounting and Finance

Computations Chair of Management
Bernard Anthony Barry DipSS MSc Wales PhD Lough. AFBPsS CIPM. Appointed 1 February 1989.

Deputy Vice-Chancellor Academic

Dean of the Faculty of Medicine

Applied Mathematics

Pulp and Paper Technology

Dean of the Faculty of Arts

Geography and Environmental Science

Personal Chair in History

Music
Margaret Joy Kartomi BA BMus Adel. DrPhil Humboldt FAHA. Appointed 11 December 1989.

Developmental Psychiatry
Bruce John Tonge MD Melb. MB BS DPM Lond. MRCPSych FRANZCP CertChildPsych RANZCP. Appointed 9 October 1989.

Obstetrics and Gynaecology
David Lindsay Healy BMedSc MB BS PhD FRACOG. Appointed 1 January 1990.

German Studies
Philip John Thomson BA DipEd N.S.W. PhD. Appointed 1 January 1990.
Medicine

Lawrence Wightman BMSc MB BS MD MSc MD Orsay. FRACP. Appointed 1 March 1988.

Research Chair in Psychology


Research Chair in Diabetes (parts-time)


Dean of the Faculty of Education


Accounting and Finance


Computations Chair of Management


Deputy Vice-Chancellor Academic


Dean of the Faculty of Medicine


Applied Mathematics


Pulp and Paper Technology


Dean of the Faculty of Arts


Geography and Environmental Science


Dean of the Faculty of Arts


Honorary Chair in Chemistry

John Robert Anderson BSc JF. W. PhD. Dsc. Canstham. FRAC. Appointed 5 October 1987.

Honorary Chair in Medicine


Honorary Chair in Medicine


Genetics

Nicholas Christopher MB BS. PhD. Melb. FRACP. Appointed 1 February 1988.

Dean of the Faculty of Engineering

Peter Leben Donnali BSc BS MSc. MSc. Ohio State ME. MA. PhD. PhD. DPhil. MEE. Amst. Appointed 17 March 1988.

Honorary Chair in Chemical Engineering


Personal Chair in Linguistics


Social Work


Telecom Chair of Telecommunications and Information Engineering


Materials Engineering


Personal Chair in Medicine


Faculty of Arts

Dean's Establishment

Dean


Resources Manager

Brian Jamison

Student Adviser

Jim McCaughan

Administrative Officers

James Luck (Graduate Studies)

Rosemary Martin BA (Undergraduate Studies)

Dorothy Jay (Tuition & Executive Officer)

Anthropology and Sociology

Professor


Senior Lecturers


Lecturers


Lecturer


Classical Studies

Professor

Alan Sorley Henry MA PhD DipEd. Dr. St. (Chairman)

Readers


Assistant Professor


Senior Lecturers

Sid Markerecy BM. BA. Appointed 17 March 1989.


Senior Lecturers


Afric.

English

Professor

Charles Henry Proctor BA. Virginia BA. PhD. N.Y. (Chairman)

Readers

Dennis Stephens Bahamouosmae BA. Cel. PhD. Lond. Harriet Halldor Rusten BA. QA. PhD. Canstham. FAHA.

Brind Mary Niall BA. Melb. MA. A.R. PhD.

Associate Professors


Senior Lecturers


John Webster Laurence MA. N.Z.


Helen Adkins Thompson BA. Kev. BA
OFFICERS AND STAFF

Lecturers
Peter Lewis Groves BA (Exe), PhD Cantab.
Christopher George Worth BA Oxon. PhD Lond.

Senior Tutors
Denise Cuthbert BA Qld PhD Syd.
Robin Christopher Gerster BA PhD

Tutors
Mark Gregory Allinson BEd S.C.V. PhD
Irene Elisabeta Pana BA DrPhil Bucharest

Administrative Secretary
Freany Jungalwalla BA

Geography and Environmental Science

Professors
Gordon Leslie Clark PhD McMaster BEc MA (Chairman)
Martin Anthony Joseph Williams MA Cantab. PhD
A.N.U. (Director Graduate School of Environmental Science)

Readers
ArnoLD Peter Kershaw BSc Wales MSc Durh. PhD
A.N.U.
Joseph Michael Powell MA Liv. PhD DLitt FASSA

Associate Professors
Christopher Anthony Maher MA N.A. PhD Tor.
James Sutherland Whitelaw MA Auck. PhD A.N.U.

Senior Lecturers
Paul Michael Bishop BA DipEd PhD Macq.
Peter Cock BCom Melb. MA Ohio PhD
Gale Dixon BSc Portland State MA PhD Oregon
David Llewellyn Dunkerley BA Macq. PhD A.N.U.
John McKay MA Durh.
David Charles Mercer MA CertEd Canst.&. PhD
Kevin Bernard O’Connor MCom DipEd Melb. PhD
MCM.
James Andrew Peterson BA CertEd Tas. MSc McGill. PhD
DipEd
Nigel James Tapper MA PhD Cant.

Lecturers
Frank Fisher BA BE Melb. MENSt Lund
John Frank Grindrod PhD A.N.U.

Tutors
Donna Marie D’Costa BA
Robyn Maree Leeson BEd Vic. Coll.

German Studies and Slavic Studies

Professors
Jiří (George Jan) Marvan PhDDr Charles (Slavic Studies)
To be appointed (German Studies)

Acting Professor
Philip John Thomson BA DipEd N.S.W. PhD (German Studies) (Chairman)

Readers
Ernst Keller DrPhil Zur. FAHA (German Studies)
David Gordon John Roberts BA Oxon. PhD FAHA (German Studies)

Associate Professor
Walter Veit DrPhil Cologne (German Studies)

Senior Lecturers
Silke Hesse BA Syd. PhD (part-time) (German Studies)
Pavel Petri promfil CSc Charles DrPhil Leip. (German Studies)
Victor Pobie InGChim Lyons MA Melb. Slavic Studies
Harold Meyer Rowe BA BEd Melb. (German Studies)
Robert Slonek BA Lond. PhD (Slavic Studies)
Slobodanka Milicent Vlad MA PhD Melb. (Slavic Studies)

Lecturers
Anne Frida Johanna Pauwels LieGermPhil Antwerp MA PhD (part-time) (German Studies)
Marko John Pavlyshyn MA PhD (Slavic Studies)
Edwin Montgomery Wilkinson BA Davidson MA PhD Prin. (German Studies)

Language Instructor
Frank Rodney Wilson MA Qld DipEd (German Studies)

History

Professors
Graeme John Davison BA DipEd Melb. BA Oxon. PhD
A.N.U. FASSA FAHA
Francis William Kent BA DipEd Melb. PhD Lond.
FAHA
Merle Calvin Ricklefs BA Colorado Coll. PhD C’tell
FAHA (Chairman)

Readers
Ian William Mabbett MA DPhil Oxon.
John David Rickard BA Syd. PhD

Associate Professor
David Porter Chandler AB Harv. AM Yale PhD Mich.
(part-time). (Director of the Centre of Southeast Asian Studies)

Senior Lecturers
Marian Aveling BA Adel. PhD
Ian Falcon Stuart Copland MA W.Aust. DPhil Oxon.
Ian Thomas Cummins BA Melb. MA
David Dickson Cuthbert MA NZ PhD
Michael Richard Godley AM PhD Brown
Louis Ferdinand Greens BA QLD MA Adel. PhD
Margaret Neilands Hamersley BA Qld PhD Cantab.
Sydney Matthew Ingham MA Melb.
Brian Ernest Kennedy BA N.S.W. PhD A.N.U. DipEd
Syd.
Bruce Arthur Knox BA QLD DPhil Oxon.
Lincoln Li, MA H.K. PhD A.N.U.
Andrew Barry Markus BA Melb. PhD LaT.
Graham Stewart Worrell BA DipEd Melb. MA

Lecturers
Elizabeth Alexandra Boross BA Lond. PhD East Ang.
Nicholas Alfred Eckstein BA (temporary)
David Terence Garrioch BA Adel. DPhil Oxon.
Thomas Rhys Griffiths MA Melb.
Eleanor Iris Margarete Hancock BA A.N.U. MA
V.U.W.
Peter Francis Howard BA (temporary)
Constant Jan Mews BA Auck. DPhil Oxon.
Antony Wood BA N.Z. MA Cant.

Senior Tutor
Bain Munro Attwood BSocSc Waik. MPhil Auck. PhD
LaT.
Tutors
Maree Alice Bowe BA
Joy Damousi BA LaT. PhD A.N.U.

Administrative Officer
Val Edens BA

---

Japanese Studies

Professor
Jiří Václav Neustupný PhDr Charles CSc Orient.Inst. Prague FAHA (Chairman)

Senior Lecturers
Masahiro Abe BA StNorbert MA Boston Coll. PhD Wise.
Helen Elizabeth Marriott MA MEd DipEd PhD (Acting Chairman)
Ross Elliott Moyer BA Lewis and Clark MA MALO PhD Tufts

Lecturers
Toshiko Kishida BA I.C.U. MA Tokyo
Morris Low BSc Griffith CerJapSt Nagoya
Muriko Muraki BA I.C.U. MA
Koji Namba MA Hiroshima
Reiko Neustupný BSc Yokohama DipMigSt
Yoko Pinkerton BA Aoyama MA
Robyn Louise Spence-Brown MA DipEd
Alison Tokita BA Melb. DipEd PhD
Jun Yano-James BA I.C.U. MA
Kuniko Yoshimitsu BA Notre Dame, Kyoto MA

Language Instructor
Satoshi Miyazaki BA Waseda

---

Tutors
Yuki Adams BA Melb.
Eiko Kaneko BA Keio
Yoshiko Ookura BA Wiona S.
Etsuko Tanaka BA W.C.U.(Tokyo)
Keiko Sato BA Sophia
Atsushi Suzuki BA Melb.

---

Linguistics

Professor
Michael George Clyne MA Melb. PhD FASSA FAHA
(Chairman)

Associate Professor
John Talbot Platt BA Adel. DipEd Melb. MA PhD

Senior Lecturers
Keith Allan BA Leeds MLitt PhD Edin.
Peter Paul MA Adel. DEA Grenoble PhD

Lecturers
Heather Joan Bowe BEd Adel.C.A.E. MA PhD S.Calif.
Edina Eisikovits BA DipEd Phd Syd. (part-time)
Boška Naguib Kamel El Guindy BA Ain Shams MA PhD Ill. DipTEFL A.V.C.

Tutor
Joanne Elizabeth Winter BA

---

Music

Professor
Margaret Joy Kartomi BA BMus Adel. DrPhil Humboldt
FAHA (Chairman)

Senior Lecturers
Reis Wenger Flora BA Manchester Coll. MA PhD Calif.
Laughton Pattrick Harris BA MusB N.Z.

Lecturers
Shirley Elizabeth Trembath BMus Melb. MMus Texas
PhD
Carol Janice Williams BMus PhD Adel.

---

Philosophy

Professors
Robert John Pargetter BSc Melb. MA Melb. PhD LaT.
DipEd
Frank Cameron Jackson BSc BA Melb. PhD LaT.

Reader
Chin Liew Ten BA Malaya MA Lond.

Associate Professor

Senior Lecturers
Ian Lloyd Humberstone BA York BPhil Oxon. BPhil York
Edward Jacob Khamara BA Lond.
Rusi Framroz Khan MA Bom. PhD Lond.
John Cameron McKenzie MA N.Z. BPhil Oxon.
Michael Andrew Smith DPhil Oxon. BA DipEd
Harold Victor Stainsby MA Melb. BPhil Oxon.
Aubrey Vernon Townsend BA Syd. PhD A.N.U.

Lecturer
Karen Anne Hamnet Green BPhil Oxon. PhD Syd. BA
Tutor
Cathrina Alice Mackenzie BA A N U

Romance Languages

Professors
Ronald George Krieger BA P D D Castellin (Spanish)
Brian Nelson MA Castellin D Phil (French) (Chairman)

Associate Professors
Wallace Kimpe BA Syd. DU Paris FASSA (French)
Marie Ursula Menars MA (part-time) French
Cecil William Nettleship BA A D D Paris Profesor des Palms Audeniques (French)

Senior Lecturers
Jacques Bimbong Mag-B Warsaw DU Asu-Marseille (French)
Jack Lester Burton MA Oriental-L P.D Cnel (French)

Lecturers
Bernard Deyes de la Röte Mfinotod M Toulouse Compiègne-French
Rafael Lopez-Picon MA (Honduran)
Mary Redmond MA French (French)

Senior Tutor
Rosa Maria BA DipEd Ed (Italian)

Tutors
Philip Anderson BA DipEd M hist-DEA Provence (French)
Marcia Cardell M TESOL (A U) (part-time)
Silvia Cuervas BA 1st (part-time) Spanish

Social Work

Professor
Thia Charlotte Brown BA DipSocWork Sfu P h D Me li (Chairman)

Senior Lecturers
Robert Michael Caen BSc Ed SW-Natal MA 1967 (U.K.)
Christopher Rees Goddard BA Adv DipAppSocSld St L M MSc/WS

Lecturers
Clayson Barnes B Sc WS Old BA DipEd
Professor Margaret Brown BAN BA DipSocSld MAs
Janis Poole BSc Ed X 2 F 8 WS MSc/WS syd
Mass Iwalal BA M his MSc/WS syd
Rosemary Jean Martin BSc Ed syd MSc/WS LAF
Martin James Ryan Bible BSc Ed syd MSc/WS LAF
Mary von Den Bierce BSc Ed (Emeritus)

Visual Arts

Professor
Margaret Plasc MA PhD Me li FASSA (Chairman)

Senior Lecturers
Andrew John Gregory BA PhD M ed
Corral Charles Harmans BA PhD
David Maxwell Hamilton MA Me li DipSocSld 1 U C L

Lecturers
David Leigh Anthony MA Me li
Laurence Vaughan MA LAF
Sarah Stuart BA (part-time)

Side Library
Jennifer Lyn Durrant BA LAF DipEd M ed GradSocSld C A E

Faculty of Economics and Politics

Dean's Establishment

Dean
William Angus Sinclair M Com D Phil (Dover) Me li FASSA

Administrative Officers
Josephine May Addis BSc (1966)
Suzanne Kay Acre BSc (Syd)
Richard John Duggan BA DipSocSld LAF LLM
Barry Robert Malcolm (Visiting)
Maclean Anne Karen BA (Melb)
Miriam Caroline Strickland BA Me li

Advisor Board to the Centre of Policy Studies
Professor W A Sandilands Chairman (Dean); Professor M Dormer (Honorary); Professor J Freethun (Dipoung); Dr Geoffrey A. Fenwick (Emeritus); Professor P King (Economics); Professor A H Tinsley (Administrative Studies); Professor D A Kemp (Public); Professor C G Peikon (Accounting and Finance); Dr K A Ross (Economic History); Associate Professor G Burke (Education); Professor R Best (Law); Professor O E Porter (Emeritus).

Accounting and Finance

Professors
Robert Canadell MSc Stu PhD Many BSc
Chia Chung Giam Me li MSc/CA

Associate Professors
Robert Leonard Brown MSc Syd Leslie John Nethercot FASSA
GREGG'S David Pound MEd PCA

Senior Lecturers
Margaret Anne Abernethy DipEd 1 Ed BEd PhD LAF
Carol Audrey Barnes BC M Ed QM Me li
Alan Arthur Farrow MSc PhD
Grant Edmund Guy BSc ACA

Assistant Professor
Lynette John Nethercot BSc Me li Dip Ed

Senior Lecturers
William Douglas Macraeg Black BSc Econ Lond. FASSA
Margaret Lindsay B Sc Glasgow J A E
James William Robert Mehans BSc BA BSc

Economics

Professor
Maxwell Leslie King BSc M Com PhD Can (Chairman)

Associate Professor
Kees Keesman MA PhD Southwest Me li

Senior Lecturers
Michael Andrew Evans BA Me li MSc PhD
Grant Higmore-Hillier BSc 60th PhD FASSA

Tutors
William Douglas Macraeg Black BSc Econ Lond. FASSA
Margaret Lindsay B Sc Glasgow J A E
James William Robert Mehans BSc BA BSc

Econometrics

Professor
Maxwell Leslie King BSc M Com PhD Can

Associate Professor
Kees Keesman MA PhD Southwest Me li

Senior Lecturers
Michael Andrew Evans BA Me li MSc PhD
Grant Higmore-Hillier BSc 60th PhD FASSA

Economics

Professors
Maurice Davis BSc Me li PhD Marc (part-time)
John Grome Hand BSc 65th P h D Econ FASSA

Readers
Peter Andrew Goss BSc Me li MSc PhD
Peter Andrew Kuch BSc Me li MSc PhD (Honorary)

Assistant Professors
Keith Septimus Fossington DFC BA W-A u t (Honorary)
Colin Alan Gannett BSc BSyd MS AM Stu PhD

* This special number has 1st appointment with another departure.
Alan Leigh Ramsay BCom DipEd Melb. MEd
Peter Schelluhr MCom N.S.W.
Roy Charles Skinner MA Oxon. ACMA

Lecturers
Robert William Faff MEc A.N.U.
Peter Francis Howard BE Melb. MAdmin

Senior Tutors
Graham Cooke BCom Melb. MBA
Brenden John Tippet BCom Melb. DipAg Longerenong AASA

Tutors
Annette Baines CertEd KelvinGr.T.C. BEc
Timothy Brailsford BEc
Howard Chan Wei-Hong BCom Melb.
Michael De Martinis BEc LaT.
Paula Loveday BAdmin Griffith GradDipT Bris.C.A.E.
Barry Ross Oliver BCom N'cle (N.S.W.)
Morris Hi Su Ong BCom Melb.
Janine Pascoe TSTC Rusden BA LLB
Susan Mary Robertson BEc

Administrative Studies

Professors
Allan Herbert Miller Fels BEc LLB W.Aust. PhD Duke
Peter Trevor FitzRoy BMechE Melb. MSIE PhD Purdue (Chairman)

Associate Professor
William Anthony Howard MCom Melb. PhD C'mell

Senior Lecturers
Michael Cosby Knowles MCom Qld PhD Edin.
John David Hill BEc PhD
Robin Neilson Shaw BSc Melb. PhD C'mell MAdmin
Edward John Vaughan MA Melb. PhD
Neil Walker BEc MPA Harvard (part-time)
Lawrence Stephenson Welch MCom N.S.W. PhD Qld DipEd N'cle (N.S.W.)

Lecturers
Anna Bodi BSc PhD
Geoffrey Ian Crouch BE MEngSc MBA
Carol Fox BEc MAdmin (part-time)
Owen Edward Hughes BA PhD W.Aust.
Julian Teicher MEC

Tutors
William Douglas MacTaggart Black BSc Lond. MAdmin
Margaret Lindoff BA Gippsland I.A.E.
James William Robert Meehan BEc BA BSc

Econometrics

Professor
Maxwell Leslie King BSc MCom PhD Cant.
(Chairman)

Associate Professor
Keith Robert McLaren* MA PhD Northwestern MEC

Senior Lecturers
Merran Anderson Evans BA MSc Melb. PhD
Grant Highmore Hillier BEc Adel. PhD Penn.

---

Graham Campbell McLaren BCom Melb. PhD Yale
Ralph David Snyder* PhD Birrn. MEC

Lecturers
Timothy Richard Leighton Fry BA Kent MA PhD Manc.
Asrarul Hoque BA V.B. MA Calc&Dal. PhD W.Ont.
Brett Andrew Inder BEc PhD

Principal Tutor
Edith Beverly Downes* BCom Melb.

Senior Tutors
Kees Jan van Garderen BA MEC Amst.
Chandradavash Shah BEc Lond. PGCE R'dg MEC

Tutors
Gerard Leonard Gannon BEc DipEd Melb. MEC
Michael Ngu Vun Fui MEC

---

Economic History

Professor
John William McCarty BCom Melb. PhD Cantab. FASSA
(Chairman)

Associate Professor
Anthony Edward Dingle BA Nott. PhD DipEd

Senior Lecturers
Geoffrey Frederick Robert Spenceley BSc(Econ.) PhD Hull
Keith Trace BA Nott. MA Ill. PhD Melb.

Lecturer
Andrew Buck BA N.S.W.

Tutor
Janice Mary McArthur BEc

---

Economics

Professors
Maureen Doris Brunt BCom Melb. PhD Harv. (part-time)*
John Graeme Head BEc Adel. BPhil Oxon. FASSA
Yew-Kwong Ng BCom Nanyang PhD Syd. FASSA
Ross McDonald Parish BScAgr Syd. PhD Chic. FASSA
Richard Hal Snape BCom Melb. PhD Lond. FASSA
(Chairman)

Readers
Barry Andrew Goss BCom Melb. PhD Lond.
Peter Andrew Riach BCom Melb. PhD Lond. (on leave)

Associate Professors
Keith Septimus Frearson DFC BA W.Aust. (part-time)
Colin Allan Gannon BSc BE Syd. MS AM Stan. PhD Penn. FIE Aust FCITA (on leave)
Lachlan McGregor BCom Melb. MA Northwestern
Keith Robert McLaren* MA PhD Northwestern MEC

---

* This staff member has a part appointment with another faculty.

* This staff member has a part appointment with another department.
OFFICERS AND STAFF

Senior Lecturers
Dietrich Karl Fausten BA Wash. PhD Utah
Geoffrey Robert Hogbin BAgSc W.Aust. AM Chic. on leave
Leo Roy Maglen BCom DipEd Melb. PhD
Robert Charles Rice BA Mich. PhD C’nell
Graham Martin Richards PhD Lond. MEd
Ian Robert Wills MAgSc Melb. PhD Ill.
Jonathan Courtney George Wright BCom Melb.
Xiaokai Yang BA Hunan PhD

Readers
Herbert Feith MA Melb. PhD C’nell
David John Goldsworthy BA Adel. BPhil DPhil Oxon. FRHS
Harry Redner MA Melb.

Senior Lecturers
John Brodie Dalton BA Qld DPhil Oxon.
Hyam Gold BEd SYD MA PhD Qu.
Andrew Linklater MA Aberd. BPhil Oxon. PhD Lond.
Raymond Lindley Nichols BA Kansas BLitt Oxon. PhD Prin.
Colin Lewis Rubenstein MA Melb. PhD Col.
Denis Maxwell White MA PhD Melb.

Senior Tutor
Andrew John Perry BA Oxon.

Tutors
Peter Lawler BA MSc (Econ.) Lond. PhD LaT.

Graduate School of Management

Professor
Bernard Barry MSc DipSocSc Wales PhD Lough.
Henry Ergas BEd Sus. MEdStud Qld
Allan Fels (Director) BEd LLB W.Aust. PhD Duke
Bill Russell BA Melb. BEd PhD DipArchive Lond.

Senior Lecturers
Peter Dowling BA Qld MA Melb. PhD Flinders
Graham Hubbard BEd Adel. MBA Cranfield
Malcolm Rimmer MA Oxon. MA Warw.

Lecturer
Eric Ralph MEd

Faculties of Education

Dean’s Establishment
Dean

Subdean
Martin George Sullivan MA BEd Qld PhD

Administrative Officers
Margaret Helen Fairbanks BA
Bronwen Meredith BA DipEd BSpEd
Sheena Heather Whyte DipTch Sec.Tch.Coll.
Professors

Peter James Fensham AM MSc Melb. PhD Brist. and Cantab. DipEd
Millicent Eleanor Poole BA BEd Qld MA NE PhD Lat.
Richard Joseph Wheeler Selleck BA BEd PhD Melb. FASSA
Richard Paul Tisher BA N.E. MSc DipEd Syd. PhD Qld
Richard Thomas White BSc BEd Melb. PhD

Fellows of the Faculty

William Fraser Connell MA MEd Melb. MA Ill. PhD Lond. DLitEd. Lond. FASSA
William George Walker AM MA Syd. PhD Ill.

Readers

Brian Milton Bullivant BA Melb. PhD
Paul Leslie Gardner BSc MEd Melb. PhD
Andrew David Spaul MCom DipEd Melb. PhD

Associate Professors

Maurice Balson BCom BEd Melb. EdD Calif. FACE
Gerald Burke BCom DipEd Melb. PhD
Richard Francis Gunstone BSc Melb. BEd PhD
Gaila Chaja Leder BA DipEd Adel. MEd PhD
Jeffrey Roy Northfield BAgSc BEd Melb. PhD
Glenn Lynton Rowley BSc BEd Melb. MA PhD Tor.

Senior Lecturers

Lawrence Bernard Angus BA Adel. GradDipEdAdmin R.M.I.T. PhD Deakin
Lawrence Bartak MA Melb. PhD Lond.
Gilbert Francis Best MS PhD Purdue
Dudley Charles Blane BA Open CertEd Oxon. PhD
DipMathsEd Lond. FIMA
Judith Dorothy Chapman BA DipEd Melb. BEd Lat. EdD N.Colorado FACE FACEA
Colin William Evers BA PhD Syd. LittB N.E.
Anthony Phillip Greenway MA Edin. DoctenPsych Louvain
Alan Gregory BCom MEd Melb. PhD S.Fraser
Peter Christian Gronn BA DipEd Melb. BEd PhD
Donald Robert Hutton BA Cant. MSc N.Z. PhD DipEd MEnvSc FAIP (part-time)
Lawrence Charles Ingvarson BSc DipEd W.Aust. MA Lond.
Neville John King BA DipEd Tas. PhD Lat.
Vicki Lorraine Lee MA PhD Auckland
Anne Beatrice Nel McDougall MSc MEd Melb. PhD
Warren Leonard Mellor BA DipEd Syd. MEd PhD Oregon
Geoffrey Neale Molloy DipPhysEd Melb. BEd MA PhD Alta.
Norman Charles Nettleton BSc DipSc Otago PhD
Alan Mostyn Rice BA PhD
Shirley Neta Sampson BA W.Aust. BEd PhD
Christopher Francis Sharpley BA MEd PhD N.E. DipSchCouns DipPsych Qld
Ann Rosemary Shorten BA MEd Melb. LLB (Hons) PhD Robin Small BSc MA Cant. PhD A.N.U.
Brian James Spicer BCom DipEd Melb. MA PhD
Martin George Sullivan MA BEd Qld PhD
Stewart Craig Sykes BCom Melb. PhD
John Hamilton Theobald BSc BEd Melb. PhD
James Arthur Wheeler BA BEd DiplEd. MA
Alsa Gennneth Thomson Zainu’ddin MA BEd Melb. PhD

Lecturers

Gita Ackerstein TPTC S.C.V. Burwood BA DipEd MEd PhD
Margaret Gill BA DipEd BEd Melb. MPhil Leeds
Jennifer Mary Glenister TPTC S.C.V. Burwood TSpTc Melb. C.A.E. BSc Boston
Suzanne Elizabeth McNamara BEd Melb. S.C.V. GradDipEdTech S.C.V. MEd W.A.I.T. PhD
Christine Riddell BA DipEd MEd
Monica Louise Slattery BEd S.C.V. Rusden DipCounsell Psych G.I.A.E. MEdSt
Geoffrey Dean White BA MSc R.M.I.T. DipEd S.C.V. MEdSt

Lecturers (part-time)

Deborah Joy Corrigan BSc DipEd
John Grovas BA BEd Rusden BA Swinburne
Jeffrey John Loughran BSc DipEd MEdSt
Eleanor Margaret McCoy BA BEd Melb. MEd
Jeffrey Richardson BA BEd DipEd DipLang S.C.V. MEdSt
Jane Southcott BMus DipEd Adel. MA Lond.
Rosemary Anne Vieve BA DipEd Melb.

Senior Tutors

Joanne Mary Deppeiler BEd Calgary MEdSt (part-time)
Muneka Polkowski BSc DipEd Melb. BEd(Couns.) Lat.

Tutors (part-time)

Felicity Ann Bisiani BA Melb. DipEdTech S.C.V. DipEd
Jennifer Elizabeth Brown BA DipEd DipSchLib G.I.A.E.
Susanne Dawn Burnham BA DipEd
Ronald Charles Craven BEd MEdSt
Anita Forsyth BSc DipEd MEdSt
Maria Gindidis BA Melb. DipEd
Ian Richard Greenhalf BA BEd MEdSt
Judith Susanna Hajdu BA BEd MEdSt
Rhona Meyers BA Witw. BEd HigherEdDip S.A. LTCL (Spch & Drama)
Edward McCoy DipCivEng C.I.T. MEdSt
Catherine Clare Shannon TSTC Sec.Tch.Coll.
Victoria Shelley Taylor BA DipEd MEdSt
Barbara Joy Tulloch BA DipEd

Research Assistant

Rosamund Winter BA BEd Melb. GradDipLib Melb. C.A.E.

Computer Programmer

Sharon Fitzgerald BAAppSc v.I.C. (part-time)

Educational Services Centre Manager

Alexander Petropulo BA Lat. MEdSt

Diploma in Education Director

Jeffrey Roy Northfield BAgSc BEd Melb. PhD
Faculty of Engineering

Dean's Establishment

Dean
Peter LePoer Darvall BCE Melb. MS Ohio State MSE MA PhD Prin. DipEC FIEAust

Administrative Officers
Coralie Ewert BA
Bee Hwa Fung BEC LaT.
Jennifer Vero GradDipSecStuds C.I.T. BA

Fellows of the Faculty
Warren Hewertonson BSc Notl. PhD Lond. FRSC
Denby Harcourt Ward ME Adel. FIEAust MAustiMM

Chemical Engineering

Professors
Harry Thomas Cullinan BS Detroit MS PhD Carnegie I.T. MAIChemE FTAPPI (Director, Insf. of Pulp and Paper)
David Francis Anthonisz Koch MSc PhD W.Aust. FRACI FIEAustIMM FTS
Owen Edward Potter MSApp Qld MSc Lond. PhD DSc Manc. FIChemE MAIChemE FRACI FIEAustIMM FTS

Acting Professor
Frank Lawson BSc N.S.W. PhD ASTC FIEAustIMM FIChemE FRACI (Chairman)

Reader
Tamarapu Srichar BTech Madr. ME I.I.Sc. PhD

Associate Professor
Joseph F Mathews BSc Roch. PhD Texas FCIC MAIChemE MACS MCIChemE FIEAustIMM

Senior Lecturers
John Richard George Andrews BSc BE N.S.W. MS PhD Calif. FIEAustIMM
David James Brennan BSc N.S.W. MEngSc PhD Melb. FIChemE
George Alan Holder BSc PhD Lond. ARACI
Wolfgang Erich Obrich BE Melb. PhD
Ian Geoffrey Prince BE MAppSci N.S.W. PhD Syd.
Carlos Tiu BSc Mapuat.7. Manila MSc PhD Ont. MChemE
Peter Heinz Theodore Uhlherr BE Syd. PhD MChemE MAustiMM

Lecturers
Colin Fryer BE Adel. PhD DipMicro (part-time)
Ian James Robinson BCE Melb. FIChemE MIEAust (part-time)
Michael Richard Walker Walsley BE PhD Auck.

Senior Tutor
Michael Wright Wadsley BSc Tas. MSc Melb. MAustiMM

Professional Officer
Stelios Konstantinidis BE

Laboratory Manager
Edward G Bartlett

Civil Engineering

Professors
Eric Marwick Laurensen BE PhD N.S.W. FIEAust (Chairman)
Noel William Murray BE Adel. PhD Manc. Dring E.h.-Essen FIEAust MICE MiStrucE FTS (Structural Engineering)

Reader
Michael Anthony Peter Taylor BE MEngSc PhD MIEAust AMITE

Associate Professors
Ian Boyd Donald BCE MEngSc Melb. PhD DIC Lond. MIEAust
Paul Grundy BCE MEngSc Melb. PhD Cantab. MIEAust
Ian William Johnston BSc PhD Sydney MIEAust
Russell Gordon Mein BE Agr. MEngSc Melb. PhD Minn. FIEAust
Kenneth Wade Ogden BE MEngSc Melb. DipCE S.M.B. PhD MITE FIEAust

Senior Lecturers
Gary Peter Codger DipCE C.I.T. BE PhD GradIEAust
Alan Holgate BSEng. Lond. MICE MIEAust
Robert John Keller BE PhD Cant. MASCE MIE Aust MIPENZ
Alan Keith Parkin BE MEngSc PhD Melb. MIEAust MASCE
Norman Sneath BCom Melb. MA Cantab. MS Calif. MICE MiStrucE MIEAust MASCE FASE Ret.
William Young BE N.S.W. MSc PhD MIEAust MITE MCIT

Lecturers
Mario M Attard BE PhD N.S.W. MIEAust
Raphael Hilyari Grzebieta MagInz T.U. Cracow MIEAust
Chris Michael Haberfield BSc BE Syd. PhD MIEAust
Roger George Dragoff BE MEngSc James Cook DipCompSc Qld
G Sanjayan BSc S.Lanka PhD MIEAust

Senior Tutors
K Sriananthakumar BScEng S.Lanka MEng A.I.T. Bangkok GIEAust
Heather Janette Wardlaw BE Melb.

Administrative Officer
Lorna Kay Smith BA

Electrical and Computer Systems Engineering

Professors
Raymond Austin Jarvis BE PhD W.Aust. SMIEEE MAPR MAAAI MARA MACS MACM
Douglas Geoffrey Lampard MSc Syd. PhD Cantab. FAA FIEE FIEEEE FIEAust FAIP Hon FFAARACS
Frederick John Walter Symons BE Adel. DIC PhD Essex SMIEEE MIEAust MACS
Acting Professor
William Alexander Brown BE MEngSc MELb PhD Belf. MIAust MIEEE (Chairman)

Reader
Khok Khee Pang BE MELb PhD SMIEEE

Associate Professors
William James Bonwick BE MELb PhD FIEEE FIEAust
Edward Moore Cherry MSc MELb FIREAust

Research Associates
Noel Morris Cass MB BS FFARACS
Donald Charles Smith BCom MEEngSc MELb

Senior Lecturers
John Atkinson Bennett BE BSc PhD MELb SMIEEE FAPI
Clive Samuel Berger MSc Witw. PhD Cantab. MEE MIEEE
Le Nguyen Binh BE PhD W.Aust. MIEEE MAMS
Gregory Keith Cambrell BE BSc Adel. PhD MIEEE
Kishor Pandharinath Dabke DEE MEE Bala. PhD DipEd MIAust MIEEE
David Baines Giesner BSc Tech MSc PhD Me/b. MIEEE

Lecturers
Julian Charles Byrne BSc A.N.U.
Michael Conlon BSc MEngSc PhD Galway MIEEE
Donald Grahaite Holmes BE MEngSc MELb MIEEE MIAust
Lindsay Kleeman BE BMath PhD 'N'cle MIEEE

Senior Tutor
George Maani BE MSEE Kentucky

Professional Officers
Daniel Joseph Grimm BE
Philip John Hession BE MEngSc

Laboratory Manager
John van der Hilst

Materials Engineering

Professor
Paul Lawrence Rossiter BSc PhD FAIP MIAust

Associate Professors
Brian Wilson Cherry MA PhD Cantab. FPRI FIEEE FICorrT
Brendon Aston Parker BSc Eng. PhD DIC Lond. ARSM

Research Associates
Mark S Kwientniak MSc PhD Inst.Elec.Tech.Warsaw MIEEE
Leonard Ernest Samuels BMetE DSc MELb. FTS FIEEE FIAust

Senior Lecturers
Christopher Charles Berndt BAppSci GradDip S.A.I.T. PhD MIMMA
Graham Harold Edward BS BSc DipEd MELb PhD
Mary Susan Jean Gani MSc MELb PhD ARACI
John Robertson Griffiths BA PhD Cantab.
Barrington Charles Muddle BSc PhD N.S.W. MIM
Zbigniew Henry Stachurski Maglnz T.U. Cracow MSc PhD Brst. MIP
Peter Frederic Thomson BMetE MEngSc MELb. FIM

Lecturers
George Philip Simon BSc DipMet PhD Adel.
Jaung Wong BSc PhD Leeds

Senior Tutor
Anita Joyce Hill BSE MS PhD Duke

Professional Officer
Paul Stanley Brass TE AMIM

Laboratory Manager
Bruce Francis Young

Mechanical Engineering

Professors
John Douglas Correll Crisp AM ME Adel. FTS FIEAust
FIMechE PSASM AFAA (Engineering Dynamics)
William Henry Melbourne BE Syd. PhD DIC Lond. FIEAust AFRAeS FRGS (Fluid Mechanics)
(Chairman)

Professor Emeritus
Kenneth Henderson Hunt MA Oxon. MMEchE Melb.
FTS FIEAust FIMechE MASME (Mechanism)

Associate Professors
Robin James Alfredson ME Qld PhD St’ton MIAust MAAS
Peter Dransfield BE N.S.W. PhD C.N.A.A.Salford
FIEAust ASTC
Jonathon Barry Hinwood BE Syd. MEngSc N.S.W. PhD
Florida FIEAust
Arthur Williams BSc Tech PhD Manc. FIEAust MIMechE
MRaE MAAS AMCT

Research Associates
Dr D J Close BE MEngSc Tas. PhD
Geoffrey Thomas Lleoaart BE PhD

Senior Lecturers
Terence Francis Berreene BEd BSc MELb. MSc Aston LLB PhD
Deane Robert Blackman BMechE MEngSc Melb. PhD St’ton
Robert Gani BMechE MEngSc Melb. DipEd
Leonard Louis Koss ME C.C.N.Y. PhD MIAust MAAS
Bruce Thomas Kuhnell BE DipMechEng TTC MIEAust
Joseph Mathew BSc (Eng.) Manc. PhD MIAust MAAS
Jacek Stasiowow Stecki Maglnz T.U. Cracow MIAust
SAE MACS

Lecturers
Yee Cheong Lam BE PhD MELb. MIE Aust
John Sheridan BE MEngSc MIAust
OfficIers and STAFF

Senior Tutor
Hugh Maurice Blackburn BE S.A.I.T. GradDEAust

Professional Officers
Graham Paul Hitch BSc MEngSc
John Francis Miller FRMIT

Laboratory Manager
Ian David Roberts DipMechEng

Faculty of Law

Dean's Establishment

Dean
Charles Robert Williams BCL Oxon. B Juris LLB (Hons), Barrister and Solicitor (Vic.) (The Sir John Barry Chair of Law)

Professors
Robert Baxt BA LLB (Hons) Syd. LLM Harv. Solicitor (N.S.W.) Barrister and Solicitor (Vic.) (The Sir John Latham Chair of Law) (on leave)
Enid Mona Campbell OBE BSc LLB Tas. PhD Duke FASSA Barrister and Solicitor (Tas.) (The Sir Isaac Isaacs Chair of Law)
Francis Anthony Trindade MA Oxon. LLB Karachi of Gray's Inn Barrister-at-Law Barrister and Solicitor (Vic.) (The Sir Owen Dixon Chair of Law)
Peter Louis Waller LLB (Hons) Melb. BCL Oxon. FASSA Barrister and Solicitor (Vic.) (The Sir Leo Cussen Chair of Law)
Christopher Gregory Weeramantry BA LLD Lond. HonLLD Ceyl. (C'bo.) Advocate of the Supreme Court of Ceylon (formerly a Puisne Justice of the Supreme Court of Ceylon) Barrister-at-Law (Vic.) (The Sir Hayden Sturke Chair of Law)

Readers
Richard George Fox LLM DipCrim Melb. Barrister and Solicitor (Vic.)
Arie Freiberg LLB (Hons) DipCrim Melb. LLM Barrister and Solicitor (Vic.)
Richard Edward Krever LLB York (Can.) LLM Harv.

Associate Professors
Terry Ross Carney LLB (Hons) DipCrim Melb. PhD
Henty Barry Connell BA LLB DipEd Melb. Barrister-at-Law (Vic.)
Peter John Hanks LLB Syd LLM Penn. Barrister-at-Law (N.S.W.)
Hoong Phun Lee LLB (Hons) Sing. LLM Malaya PhD
Ronald Clive McCallum LLM Qu. MJuris LLB (Hons)
Lawrence McCredie LLB (Hons) Melb. Barrister and Solicitor (Vic.)

Moot Master
Peter Balmford LLB Melb. Barrister and Solicitor (Vic.) Attorney, Solicitor and Proctor (N.S.W.)

Senior Lecturers
Kumar Amarasakara LLB Ceyl. LLM Lond. PhD Barrister and Solicitor (Vic.) Advocate (Ceyl.)
Tanneje Lien Bryant LLB (Hons) DipEd Melb. LLM Barrister and Solicitor (Vic.)

Susan Latrop Campbell LLB Melb. Barrister and Solicitor (Vic.)
Richard Cullen LLB (Hons) Melb. DJur York (Can.) Barrister and Solicitor (Vic.)
Martin John Davies BCL MA Oxon. LLM Harv.
Bryan Maurice Dwyer LLB Melb. LLM Mich. Barrister and Solicitor (Vic.)
Judd Epstein AB Syr. LLB Stan. Attorney-at-Law (Calif.)
Andrew John Goldsmith LLB Adel. LLM L.S.E. MA SJQ. Barrister and Solicitor (S.Aust. and Vic.)
Jeffrey Denys Goldsworthy LLB (Hons) Adel. MA Calif. LLM Illl.
Barry K Grossman LLB York (Can.)
Peter Gerardsen Heffey LLB (Hons) Melb. BCL Oxon.
Barrister and Solicitor (Vic.)
Patrick Edward Kidibrate LLB N.Z. Barrister and Solicitor (N.Z.)
Dorothy Kovacs LLB Melb. LLM PhD Barrister-at-Law (Vic.)
Suzanne Bridget McNicol BA LLB (Hons) Melb. BCL Oxon. Barrister and Solicitor (Vic.)
Leighton Charles Morris LLB Melb. MCL S.M.U. Barrister and Solicitor (Vic.)
Marvin Jane Pittard BSc LLB (Hons) Barrister and Solicitor (Vic.)
Guy Powles BA LLM Well. PhD A.N.U. Barrister and Solicitor (N.Z.) Solicitor (Eng.) Barrister and Solicitor (Vic.)
Harry Reicher LLM Melb. BCL BCL Barrister-at-Law (Vic.)
Gim Leong Teh LLB (Hons) Lond. LLM of The Inner Temple Barrister-at-Law Barrister and Solicitor (Vic.)
John Neville Turner LLB (Hons) Manch. BA Solicitor of the Supreme Court of Judicature (Eng.) Barrister and Solicitor (Vic.)
Jeffrey Maurice Waineymer BCom LLB Melb. LLM Barrister and Solicitor (Vic.)

Lecturers
Lionel Edward de Sousa BSc LLM Rom. LLM
John C Duns BCom LLB (Hons) Melb. LLM
Adrian Hellier Evans BCom LLB (Hons) Melb. Barrister and Solicitor (Vic.)
Elizabeth Jean Gaze BSc Melb. LLM Calif.
Barrister and Solicitor (S.Aust.) (Vic.)
Susan Jane Liden BA LLM Yale Barrister and Solicitor (Vic.)
Samuel Kaihura Murumba LLB (Hons) Makerere Dip LP Kampala LLM PhD
Bronwyn Naylor BA LLM MPhil Cantab. Barrister and Solicitor (Vic.)
Angela Sarah Sievers BA LLB Melb. LLM Barrister and Solicitor (Vic.)
Mark Andrew Sneddon BSc LLB (Hons) Melb. LLM Mich.
Barrister and Solicitor (Vic.)
Joycey Ghada Tooher BJuris LLB Barrister and Solicitor (Vic.)

Senior Tutors
Heather Elaine Aldred BJuris LLB (Hons) Barrister and Solicitor (Vic.)
Jeffrey Wilson Barnes BJuris LLB N.S.W. Solicitor (N.S.W.) Solicitor (H.Crt.) Barrister and Solicitor (Vic.)
Lena Engelsmann BSc LLB Barrister and Solicitor (Vic.)
Lee Ann Marks BA LLM Lond.
Leo Anthony Tsaknis BA LLB N.S.W. Barrister and Solicitor (A.C.T. and N.S.W.)
Sharon Wilson BA LLB (Hons) Melb. Barrister and Solicitor (Vic.)

Tutors
Mark James Davison LLB Qtd GradDipLegalPrac G.I.T.
Michael Richard Nancarrow BSc LLM (Hons) Macq.
Myshelle Shaw BA LLB (Hons) Qtd Solicitor (Qld)
Faculty of Medicine

Dean's Establishment

Dean
Robert Porter BMedSc DSc Adel. MA BCh DM Oxon. FAA FRACGP

Fellows of the Faculty

Bryan Hudson MD BS PhD Melb. FRCP FRACGP
Nigel John Gray AM MB BS Melb. FRACP FRACMA

Associates of the Faculty

Bernard George Bennett MB ChB Brit. FRACGP
Donald Grant Duffy MD BS Melb. FRACGP
Joseph Freeden MB BS Melb. FRCS FRACGP
Nicholas Talbot Hamilton MB BS Melb. FRCS FRACS
June Louise Howqua MD BS Melb. FRCP FRACGP
Lena Elizabeth McEwen MB BS Adel. FRCS FRACS
Ian Edgeworth McInnes MB BS Melb. FRCS FRACS

Anatomy

Professors
David Morris de Kreisinger MB BS Melb. MD FRACP (Chairman)
Roger Valentine Short BVSc Brist. MS Wis. PhD ScD Cantab. FRCP FRSE FRCVS FAA (Joint appointment with the Department of Physiology)

Reader
Peter John Memmott Tutton MD BS PhD

Associate Professors
David Hamill Barkla MDSc Melb. PhD
John Kerr Findlay BA BSc PhD Adel. (honorary)
Eric Ferguson Glasgow MD BCh BAO Belf.

Senior Lecturers
Donald Keith Bowden OBE MB BS BMedSc MRCGP
Wilfrid Henry Brook MB BS Melb. MS FRCS(Edin.) FICA
David Ehrlich BMedSc MB BS PhD A.N.U.
Charles Richard Hunter MB BS BEd
Jeffrey Bryce Kerr BSc Flinn. PhD
Barry William Oakes MB BS Melb. MD
Clement John Danesney Smith MB BS Melb. PhD FRACS (honorary) (part-time)
Graeme John Southwick MB BS FRACS FACR (honorary)
Harry Teichtahl MB BS FRACP (honorary)
Peter Derek Temple-Smith BSc Tas. PhD A.N.U.
Nigel Glen Michael Wreford DipAppChem Swinburne BSc PhD

Senior Tutor
Barbara Jane Beaton Simpson BSc Aberdeen PhD Edin.

Demonstrators
Philip Lindsay Goldstone MB BS
Martin Cumming Hall MB BS
Stephen Mark Lindsay MB BS
Zelko Lovric MB BS
Warren Richard Seager MB BS Melb.

NHMRC Principal Research Fellow
Marilyn Bernice Renfree BSc PhD A.N.U.

NHMRC Senior Research Fellow
David Mark Robertson MSc W.Aust. Fildr Karolinska Inst.

Research Fellows
Terry Patrick Fletcher BSc Tas. PhD LaT.
Mark Peter Hedger BSc PhD
Geoffrey Shaw BSc Tas. PhD Murdoch

NHMRC Senior Research Officer
Gail Petuna Risbridger MSc Strath. PhD

NHMRC Research Officer
Yvonne Maree Hodgson BSc PhD

Laboratory Manager
Alan Rains Kreibich

Biochemistry

Professors
Milton Thomas William Hearn DSc PhD Adel. FRACI (Chairman)
Anthony William Linnane PhD DSc Syd. FRS FAA
Dennis Arthur Lowther BSc Leeds PhD Lond.

Readers
Lawrence Austin BSc PhD Melb.
Christopher John Handley BA York DipEd PhD Brist.
Phillip Nagley MSc Syd. PhD DSc

Associate Professors
Harold Bruce Lukins MSc Syd. PhD Texas
Sangkot Marzuki MD U.I. MSc Mahidol PhD
Barry Noel Preston BSc PhD Birm.

Associate in the Department of Biochemistry
Leslie John Roberts MB BS Melb. FRACP

Senior Lecturers
John McDougall Armstrong BSc Syd. MSc N.S.W. PhD Adel.
Wayne Doveton Comper BSc PhD
Rodney James Devonshi BSc PhD
Adrian Charles Herington BSc PhD (honorary)
William Hugh Murphy BSc Adel. PhD A.N.U.
Frank Man-Woon Ng BSc New Br. MS Tennessee PhD Hull
Howard Clem Robinson MSc W.Aust. DPhil Oxon.

Lecturers
Brian Frederick Cheetham BSc PhD A.N.U.
Gabrielle Lucy McMullen BSc PhD (part-time)
Margaret Kaye Trembath BSc PhD (part-time)
John Robert Underwood BSc PhD

Senior Tutors
Joseph Bertolini PhD W.Aust.
Robert Daniel Gianello BSc PhD
Lina Wang BSc PhD Calif.

Tutor
Diane Dorothy Tweeddale MSc Melb.

Australian Research Council Research Fellow
Marie-Isabel Aguilar PhD Melb.

Research Fellow
Irena Cosic BS MS PhD Belgr.

NHMRC Senior Research Officer
Helen Arthur PhD James Cook

NHMRC Research Officers
Janet Page BSc PhD Lond.
Peter Gordon Stanton BSc Tas. PhD Otago
Nicholas Vakakis PhD Melb.

Research Officer, Muscular Dystrophy Association of Victoria
Angela Margaret McGregor BSc R'dg PhD (part-time)

Laboratory Manager
James Raymond Walden BSc Flinders

Community Medicine

Professor
Neil Edwin Carson MB BS Melb. FRACP FRACGP (Chairman)

Associate Professor (Box Hill Hospital)
John Edward Murtagh BSc BEd Melb. MB BS Obst RCOG FRACGP

Senior Lecturers
Branco Cesnik MB BS (part-time)
Trevor Cutter MB BS FRACP
Wesley Earl Fabb MB BS Melb. FRACGP FCGP (Sing.)(Hon.) FFGP(S.A.) (Hon.) MCFCP(Hon.) (honorary)
Paul Nisselle MB BS Melb. (honorary)
Leon Piterman MB BS MMed Melb. MRCP FRACGP (part-time)
Alan Thomas Rose MB BS Melb. FRACGP

Lecturers
Andrew Batty MB BS BMed Sc Dip RACOG FRACGP (part-time)
Denise Joy Findlay MB BS (part-time)
Rodney Malcolm Fredman MB BS Melb. DOBst RCOG FRACGP (honorary)
Michael Kidd MB BS RACOG
John Grass-y-fort O'Sullivan MB BS Melb. FRACGP (honorary)
P Shattner BMed Sc MMed Melb. (part-time)
Steven Sommer MB BS

Forensic Medicine

Professor and Chairman
Stephen Moile Cordner MB BS BMed Sc Dip Crim Melb. DMJ Lond. FRCPA MRCPath

Associate Professor
Vernon Douglas Plueckhahn AM OBE ED MD BS Adel. FRACP FRCPA FAMA FRCPA FCPA FAACB MIAC (honorary)

Associates in the Department of Forensic Medicine
Ross McDonald Anderson MB FSFCPA MRCPath
Harold Dallas Attwood MD ChB StAnd. MD FRCPA FRCPA FRACGP
Peter Ellis Campbell MB BS FRCPA
John McLeod Gordon Grigor FRANZCP FRCPsych DPM DipCrim
Ian Davis Gust BSc MD BS DipBact FRACP FRCPA FST
Hal Hallenstein LLB BJuris
William Samuel Calhoun Hare MB BS DDR FRACP FRCR(Lond.) FRACR DDU
Peter Griffiths Jones MB BS FRCS FRACS FACS FAAP
Ian Lumsden McVey FRCS(Eng.) FRACS
Bernard William Neal MD BS DipEd FRACP
Peter Clarence Reade MDS MDSc PhD FDSRCS FRCPA
Peter Louis Waller LLB Melb. BCL Oxon. FASSA

Senior Lecturers
Bentley Atchison BAgSc PhD (honorary)
David Leo Ranson BMedSc MB BS LLB MRCPath DMJPath (honorary)
Shelley Diane Robertson MB BS FRCPA (honorary)

Lecturers
Anthony James Landgren MB BS (honorary)
Kenneth Opeskin MB BS FRCPA (honorary)
David Lawrence Noel Wells MB BS (honorary)

Medicine
(Alfred Hospital)

Professors
Barry George Firkin BSc(Med) MB BS Syd. FRACP FRCPA
Paul Ivan Korner MSc MD BS Syd. FRACP FAA
Hatem Hassan Salem MB ChB Mostal MD MRCP MRCS FRCPA FRCPA

Associate Professors
Aubrey Pitt MB BS Melb. FRACP (honorary)
Jan Richard Stockigt MD BS Melb. FRACP (honorary)

Associates in the Department of Medicine
Bernard Sutcliffe Gilligan MB BS Melb. FRACP
Alan Douglas McCutcheon MD BS Melb. FRACP
Robert Mill McLellan MB BS Melb. MRCP FRACP
Maxwell George Whiteside MD BS Melb. FRACP FRCPA

Senior Lecturers
Elizabeth Margaret Benson MB BS Melb. FRACP FRCPA (part-time)
Peter Alexander Blombery BMedSc MB BS Syd. PhD FRACP (honorary)
Glenn Bowes MB BS PhD FRACP (honorary)
Suzanne Crowe DipMedTech R.M.I.T. MB BS FRACP (part-time)
Franklin John Dudley BSc(Med) MD BS Syd. FRACP (honorary)
Frederick William Gurr MB BS Melb. FRACP (honorary)
Malcolm Kenneth Horne MB BS BMedSc PhD FRACP MAAN (honorary)
Hilary Ann Hunt MB BS BMedSc FRACP (part-time)
Associate Professor
Jack Hansky MB BS Melb. FRACP (part-time)

Reader
Stephen Roger Holdsworth MD MB PhD FRACP

Clinical Associate Professors
Barry Patrick McGrath MD MB Syd. FRACP
Napier Maurice Thomson MD Adel. FRACP (honorary)

Senior Lecturers
John Ivan Balla MB BS MA Melb. FRCP(Edin.) FRACP (honorary)
Neil William Boyle MB BS Melb. PhD FRACP (honorary)
David Briggs MSc Melb. BSc PhD Lond. FAIFST (honorary)
Graeme Neill Brodie BMedSc Melb. MB BS Syd. FRACP FRCPA (honorary)
Peter Fuller BMedSc MB BS PhD FRACP (honorary)
Richard William Francis King MB BS Melb. FRACP (honorary)
Mervyn Gabriel Korman MB BS PhD FRACP (honorary)
John Russell Lambert MMed BSc Melb. PhD FRACP FRCP(C) MACP
Lawrence Lau MB BS Melb. FRACR FRCR DDR DDV
Geoffrey Owen Littlejohn MB BS MD FRACP FACRM (part-time)
Philip Geoffrey Matthews MB BS Qld PhD FRACP (part-time)
Barry Morley MB BS FRACP (honorary)
Geoff Parkin MB BS FRACS (honorary)
Andria Sallaps MB BS Melb. FRACP FACC (honorary)
Leslie Sedal MB BS Med. Melb. FRACP (honorary)
Anthony Irving Stern MB BS PhD FRACP (part-time)
Edmund Tai MB BS Syd. FRACP (honorary)
Isla Williams MD FRACP MRCPE DO

Lecturers
Duncan Blake BMedSc MB BS PhD FFARACS (honorary)
Edward Robert Eaves MB BS PhD FRACP (honorary)
Janice Elizabeth Garrard BSc DipEd PhD Melb. (honorary)
Norbert Kraft BAgSc MSc PhD Melb. (honorary)
Peter McLaughlin MB BS FRACP (honorary)
Walter Eric Plehwe MB BS Tas. BMedSc PhD FRACP
Boyd Strauss PhD Deakin MB BS FRACP (part-time)

Senior Tutor
Sharon Marks MB BS (part-time)

Tutor
Antigone Kouris BSc Melb. BSc Deakin GradDipDiet

Microbiology
Professor
Solomon Faine BMedSc MD ChB N.Z. DPhil Oxon. FRCPA FAAM FASM

Acting Professor
Ronald Cecil Bayly MSc Melb. PhD AMTC MASM (Chairman)

Reader
Ronald Anthony Skurray AUAMA(Pharm.) BSc PhD Adel.
Associate Professor
Ian Gust MD BS BSc Melb. DipBact Lond. FRACP FRCPA MASM (honorary)

Senior Lecturers
Ben Adler BSc PhD MASM
Geoffrey Malcolm Black BSc Brist. MSc Lond. (honorary)
David Lloyd Bradford MB BS Syd. FRCS DipVen Lond. (honorary)
Geoffrey Francis Cross BSc Melb. MPH PhD
John Keith Davies BS PhD Adel.
Ian Michael Denham MB BS Qld FRACP (part-time)
Brian William Dwyer MB BS BMedSc Melb. FRACP FRCPA (honorary)
Margaret Leigh Hammond MB BS Syd. FRCPA (honorary)
John Houghton Marshall MA DPhil Oxon. (honorary)
John Wilhelm May MSc Adel. PhD W.Aust.
David Plummer MB BS FRCPA MASM (part-time)
Julian Ian Rood BSc PhD Melb.
Denis William Spelman MB BS Melb. FRACP (honorary)
William John Spicer MB BS Melb. DipBact Lond. DTM&H (Eng.) FRACP FRCPA MASM (honorary)
Peter Stanley MB BS Melb. FRACP (honorary)
John Douglas Turnidge MB BS Syd. FRACP FRCPA (honorary)
Peter James Wright BSc Flin. PhD A.N.U.

Lecturers
David Scott Bowden BSc PhD (honorary)
Graeme Thomas McKinnon MB BS Melb. FRCPA (honorary)

Senior Tutors
Harley Francis Dean MSc PhD
Margaret Ann Dooley BSc N.S.W. MRuralSc V.E. DipEd Rusden MEvSc
Lynette Mary Howden BSc Melb.

Tutor
Jenny Lynne Martin BSc

Research Fellow
John Bijoy Bashiruddin BS (honorary)

Australian Water Research Council Research Fellow
Annabelle Duncan MSc Otago PhD LaT.

Australian Wool Corporation Research Fellow
Margaret Ethel Katz BSc Hebrew U. PhD U.S.C. Calif.

NHMRC Senior Research Officer
Tu Vinh BSc(Pharm) Saigon PhD

NHMRC Research Officers
Janet Fye BSc PhD Edin. (part-time)
Geoffrey Speight BSc PhD

Laboratory Manager
Vacant

Obstetrics and Gynaecology

Professors
Edwin Carlyle Wood CBE MB BS Melb. FRCS FRCOG FRACOG (Chairman)
David Lindsay Healy BMedSc MB BS PhD FRACOG

Associate Professors
John Frederick Leeton MB BS Melb. DCH (Eng.) FRCS (Glas.) FRACS FRCOG MGO FRACOG (part-time)

Clinical Associate Professor
Geoffrey James Bishop MB BS MGO Melb. FRCOG FRACOG (part-time)

Clinical Supervisor
Christine Kaye Bessell MB BS Adel. MRCOG FRACOG (part-time)

Senior Lecturers
David Alan Abell MB BS Melb. MGO FRCOG FCOG (S.A.) FRACOG (honorary)
Peter Sydney Allen, MB BS MRCOG FRACOG (honorary)
Alec Graeme Bond, MB BS Melb. DGO FRCS FRACOG FRFCOG (honorary)
Shaun Patrick Brennecke BA BMedSc MB BS Adel. DPhil Oxon. FRACOG
Arthur Joseph Day MB BS Melb. FRCS(Edin.) FRCS FRACS MRCOG FRACOG (honorary)
Elsie Koadlow MB BS Melb. DTM&H(Eng.) (honorary)
Gabor Thomas Kovacs MB BS MRCOG FRACOG (honorary)
Peter James Paterson MB BS Melb. FRCS MRCOG FRACOG (part-time)
Wilfred Schubert MB BS Syd. FRCS FRACS MRCOG FRACOG (honorary)

Lecturers
George Chin Kin Chin MB BS DObst RCOG (part-time)
Bruce Graham Downing MB BS DObst RCOG MRCOG FRACOG (honorary)
Max Werner Jotkowitz MB BS Melb. FICS FRACOG (honorary)
Nicholas Lolatgis MB BS MRCOG FRACOG (honorary)
James MacKenzie Talbot MB BS Qld MRCOG FRACOG (honorary)
Kenneth William Waldron MB BS Melb. MRCOG FRACOG (honorary)

Research Fellows
Wei Gu MD Peking DPhil Oxon.
Peter Adrian Rogers BSc Liv. PhD Flinders

Paediatrics

Professor
Arthur Colvin Lindesay Clark MD BS Melb. FRACP (Chairman)

Associate Professors
Robert Anthony MacMahon MB BS Syd. MS Colorado FRCS(Edin.) FRACS (part-time)
Adrian Mark Walker BSc Melb. MSc PhD (honorary)

Clinical Associate Professors
Thomas Michael Adamson MB BS Melb. FRACP
Victor Yu-Hei Yu MD BS H.K. MSc Oxon. DCH (Eng.) FRCP FRACGP (honorary)

Senior Lecturers
Leo John Cussen MB BS Melb. FRCPA
Reuben David Glass MB BS Melb. DipEd FRACP (honorary)
Philip John Graves MB BS DCH (Eng.) MRCP FRACGP (part-time)
Pathology and Immunology

Professors
James Watson Goding BMedSc PhD Melb. MB BS FRCPA (Chairman)
Martin Bernard Van Der Weyden MB BS Syd. MD FRACMRCPA (honorary)

Associate Professors
Edmondo Piero Giorgio Guli MD DChir Genoa DipOnc Pavia LDPath (Italy) MRCPATH FRCPA (honorary)
Vernon Douglas Plueckhahn AM OBE ED MD BS Adel. FRACP FRCPA FAMA FRCPATH FAACB MIAC (honorary)

Clinical Associate Professors
Maurice Nicholas Cauchi MD Manto MSc PhD Lond. DPH (Eng.) FRCPA MRCPATH FRCPA (honorary)
Ban Hock Toh MB BS Sing. PhD DSc FRACP FRCPA

Associates in the Department of Pathology and Immunology
Peter Miller Dennis MB ChB N.Z. FRACP MRCPATH FRCPA FAACB
John Dowling MB BS FRCPA
William Brian Essex BA MB BS Melb. FRCPA
Gabrielle Medley MB BS Melb. FRCPA FIAC
Henry Preston MB BS FRCPA
Eric Sumithran MB BS MPath Malaya MRCPATH FRCPA FIAC
John Weiner MB BS FRCPA FRACP

Senior Lecturers
Elizabeth Margaret Benson MB BS FRACP FRCPA
Richard Lemnox Boyd BSc PhD
Robert Conyers BSc(Med) MB BS Syd. DPhil Oxon. ARACI MAACB FRCPA
Eric Donaldson MB BS BMedSc FRCPA (honorary)
Tong Eng Gan MB BS H.K. FRACP FRCPA (honorary)
James McCluskey MB BS BMedSc W.Aust. FRACP
John Stuart Pederson MA Oxon. MB BS Lond. PhD FRCPA
Jennifer May Rolland BSc Melb. PhD
Henry Arthur Ward MSc Melb. PhD

Lecturers
Judy Crostabile MB BS FRCPA (part-time)
Paul Anthony Gleeson BSc PhD Melb.
Robert Michael Puy MB BS BMedSc Melb. FRACP

Senior Tutors
Michael Brown MB (part-time)
John Emmins MSc James Cook GDipEd Armidale BSc
Ruth Salom MB BS (part-time)

Pharmacology

Professor
Alan Louis Arthur Boura BSc PhD DSc Lond. CBiol FRBioc FAIBiol (Chairman)

Associate Professor
Jocelyn Nina O'Neil MSc PhD Syd.

Senior Lecturers
Roger Graham King MB BChir MA Cantab. MSc PhD Lond.
Atan Joseph McLean MB BS BMedSc PhD FRACP (honorary)
Jean Elizabeth Olley BSc PhD Leeds

Lecturers
Andrew Beveridge MB BS BMedSc
Margot Elizabeth Story BSc Qld BA PhD

Senior Tutor
Andrew Rawlow MD Pol.Acad. MedDip PhD Cracow

Tutors
Pui Fong Chin BSc
Elizabeth Ann Davis BSc Qld
Wayne Clarence Hodgson BSc

NHMRC Senior Research Officers
Gwynneth Marion Handberg BSc PhD
Stephen Colin Phillips BSc PhD

Laboratory Manager
Anthony J Wilton DMedTech R.M.I.T.

Physiology

Professors
Mollie Elizabeth Holman MSc Melb. DPhil Oxon. DSc FAA
Roger Valentine Short BSc. Brist. MS Wis. PhD ScD Cantab. FRSE FRSE FRCSYS FASA (Joint appointment with the Department of Anatomy)
Geoffrey Donald Thorburn BSc(Med.) MD BS Syd. FRACP (Chairman)

Readers
Lindsay Michael Aitkin MSc PhD Syd.
Colin Leslie Gibbs MSc PhD Syd.
Uwe Proske BSc Adel. PhD DSc

Associate Professor
Roderick Alan Westerman MB BS Adel. PhD A.N.U. FRACGP

Associates in the Department of Physiology
Warwick Peter Anderson BSc N.E. PhD Adel.
William Crosby MB BS DA Melb. FFFARACS
Ian Robert McDonald MD BS Melb. DSc
Senior Lecturers
Glen Bowes MB BS PhD FRACAP (honorary)
Christopher Aidan Browne BA York DPhil Oxon.
Robert Alan Richard Bwyer MB BS BMedSc PhD
Iain James Clarke MAgrSc Massey PhD Edin. 
(honorary)
Richard Harding MSc Melb. PhD Edin. (part-time)
Graham Jenkins BSc Notts. PhD Cantab.
Anthony Rowe Luff BSc PhD A.N.V.
Ian McCance MSc Melb. PhD
Isabella Caroline McMullen MB Chir Cantab. MA Phil Oxon.
John Arthur Rawson BSc PhD Brist.
Sandra Muriel Rees MSc Lond. PhD (honorary)
Grahame Stanley Taylor BSc Lond. MSc PhD Alta.
David William Walker MSc Melb. PhD (honorary)
Magda Weiss MSc PhD Melb.

Professors
Helena Cecil Parkington BMus BPharm Dub. BSc Qld PhD (part-time)
Gregory Edward Rice BSc PhD W.Aust. (honorary)
Gray Woolley MSc PhD W.Aust.
Igor Rudn Wendt BSc PhD

NHMRC Senior Research Fellows
Richard Harding MSc Melb. PhD Edin. (part-time)
David William Walker BSc Melb. PhD

NHMRC Research Fellows
Timothy Oliver Neild BSc PhD Brist.
Gregory Edward Rice BSc PhD W.Aust.

NHMRC Senior Research Officers
John Edmund Gregory BSc PhD
Richard John Lang BSc PhD
Helena Cecil Parkington BMus BPharm Dub. BSc Qld PhD (part-time)
Sandra Muriel Rees MSc Syd. MPhil Lond. PhD

NHMRC Research Officers
Harold Arther Coleman BSc PhD
Stuart Brian Hooper BSc PhD
George Kotsanas BSc Melb. PhD
Meredith Margaret Ralph BA BSc PhD Adel.

Monash Post Doctoral Fellow
Wei Gu BM MD Peking DPhil Oxon.

Laboratory Manager
Robert Russell Phillips

Psychological Medicine

Immediate Head
Professor of Psychology

Professors
Bruce Sugriv Singh MB BS Syd. PhD N'cle.(N.S.W.) FRACP FRANZCP
Graeme Crawford Smith MB BS Melb. MD DPM Melb. FRANZCP (Chairman)

Clinical Associate Professor
Peter Ronald Eisen MB BS DPM Melb. FRANZCP (honorary)

Associate Professor
Terence Mark Hardiker MB ChB Man. DObst RCOG (Eng.) DCH (Lond.) FRANZCP
Jery Krupinski MD Warsaw FRACMA
George Lucien Lipton MB BS Melb. FRANZCP FRC Psych FRACP FADA (Corr.) MACP FRACMA
Mark Paul Lowen MB BS Melb. CertChildPsych FRANZCP
David Mushin MB BS FRCPs (C) DipChPsych FRANZCP (honorary)
William Henry Orchard MB BS Melb. DPM (Eng.) FRACP FRANZCP MRCPsych

Senior Lecturers
Alastair Bain BS Lond. MA Chicago (part-time)
Maria Barreda-Hanson MA PhD Ill. (honorary)
Allen Austin Bartholomew MB BS DPM Lond. DPM R.C.S.D.P. LRPCP Lond. MRCS FRCPsych FRANZCP (honorary)
Ellen Frances Berah BA Melb. PhD Cinc.
Owen Hugh Dunon Blomfield MB BS DPM Melb.
Roger Charles Buckle MB BS Melb. FRANZCP (honorary)
John Mark Davis MB BS DPM Syd. FAAP FRANZCP (honorary)
Isaac Maurice Eisenbruch MB BS DPM MD Melb. Med MPhil Cantab. (honorary)
Andrew Felix Firestone MB BS DPM (Eng.) MRCP FRANZCP (honorary)
Michael Peter Giles MB BS PhD DPM Melb. FRANZCP (honorary)
Stanley Samuel Gold MB BS DPM Lond. FRANZCP MRCPsych (part-time)
Sandra Michelle Hacker MB BS DPM Melb. MRANZCP FRANZCP (honorary)
George Halasz MB BS BMedSc MRCPsych FRANZCP (part-time)
Helen Edith Herrman MB BS DMedSc MD Melb. MFCM FRANZCP
Kenneth Van Leer Jones AB North-western PhD Missouri
Stephen Douglas Joshua MB BS Syd. DPM MRCPsych FRANZCP (honorary)
Nicholas Alexander Keks MB BS Melb. FRANZCP
Charles William Langley BA Melb. PhD Harvard Dys (honorary)
Michael Lapinski DipMed Warsaw MRANZCP (honorary)
James Morgan Lees MB BS Melb. FRANZCP (honorary)
David Leonard MB BS Syd. DPM (Eng.) FRANZCP (honorary)
John Hanson Lloyd MB ChB Lib. DPM Melb. DRCOG Lond. FRANZCP (honorary)
James Allen Mawdsley CSI MB BS BA DPM Melb. FRANZCP MACPaediat (honorary)
Patrick Denniston McGorry MB BS Syd. MRCP FRANZCP (honorary)
George Mendelow MB BS Melb. MD FRANZCP (honorary)
Patricia Pauline Miach BA DipEd PhD Melb. (honorary)
Rakis Harry Minas MB BS BMedSc Melb. FRANZCP (honorary)
David Mushin MB BS FRCPs (C) DipChPsych FRANZCP (honorary)
Basil Pinkey MB BCH BA BOlf. DPM (Eng.) MRCP MRCPsych FRANZCP (honorary)
Leonardo Salvador Rodriguez MRCPsych Buenos Aires (honorary)
Sabar Rustonjee MB BS BMed Melb. FRANZCP (honorary)
Leslie Sedal MB BS MD Melb. FRACP (part-time)
Garry David Sheehan MB BS Melb. FRANZCP (honorary)
Edwin Frederick Stamp LRPCP MRCS Lond. MBChe Brist. DPM (Eng.) MRCPsych FRANZCP (honorary)
Paul Valenty MB BS Melb. DPM (Eng.) FRACP (honorary)
George Peter Wahr BA MB BS DPM Melb. FRANZCP (honorary)
Lecturers

Ronald James Alcorn MB ChB (honorary)
Felicity Ann Bagot BA N.S.W. (honorary)
Albert Baily MB BS Ind. MRANZCP (honorary)
William Betts MB BS FRANZCP (honorary)
Philip Michael Burgess MA PhD Melb. (honorary)
Kenneth Byrne MA N.Y. PsyD Pa. (honorary)
David Yap Hiong Chong MB BS DPM Melb. FRANZCP (honorary)
Tristan O Cornes BA N.Z. MA PhD Cal. Sch. Prof. Psych. MAPA MAPsS
Robert Cameron Daniel MB BS Melb. MPM MRANZCP (part-time)
Anne D'Arcy-Evans BSc Melb. MSc MAPsS
Lynne Datnow BA J'burg (honorary)
Vivienne Eton MB BS DPM FRANZCP (honorary)
Julian Alexander Freidin MB BS MPM FRANZCP (honorary)
Donald Grant MB BS Adel. DPM MRCPsych FRANZCP (honorary)
Russell Alan Grigg MA Melb. Diplome d'Etudes Uni. of Paris VIII. Docteur de troisieme cycle Uni. of Paris VIII (honorary)
Kathryn Ayton Hall MB ChB Lond. (honorary)
Julia Hamer BA Melb. DipEd Lond.
Henry James Jackson MA Auck. MA(ClinPsych) Melb. PhD (honorary)
Melinda Kemp MB BS (honorary)
Jayashri Kulkarni MB BS MPM FRANZCP (honorary)
David Philip Lowenstern MB BS MRANZCP (part-time)
Keith Jeffrey Marriage MB BS Melb. FRACP FRCP(C) LMCC (Can.) FLEX (U.S.A.) FRANZCP (honorary)
Ross Howard Martin MB ChB Otago DPM Melb. FRANZCP (honorary)
Cristea Anex Mileshkin MB BS Syd. DOM Lond. FRANZCP (honorary)
Peter Frank Millington MB BS DPM MRANZCP (honorary)
Diane Beverly Neill MB BS Qld. FPpsych(S.Aust.) (honorary)
Manjula O'Connor MB BS Delhi DPM Melb. FRANZCP (honorary)
David Pereira MA Melb. (honorary)
Carlyse Felician Haig Perera MB BS Col. DPH DOH Syd. DPM Melb. FRANZCP (honorary)
Thomas Matthew Peyton MB ChB Otago MRANZCP (honorary)
Patrick Joseph Robert Power MB ChB Dun. MRCPsych (U.K.) FRANZCP (honorary)
Shirley Prager MB BS Melb. FRANZCP (honorary)
William James Pring MB BS BMedSc DPM Melb. FRANZCP (honorary)
Richard Prytula M6 BS DPM Melb. FRANZCP (honorary)
Desmond Roman MB BS BMedSc Adel. DPM Melb. MRCPsych (Lond.) FRANZCP (honorary)
John Serry MB BS DPM Melb. FRANZCP (honorary)
Louise Seward MB BS Melb. FRANZCP (honorary)
Glenne Sutcliffe MB ChB Otago FRANZCP (honorary)
Klaro Szego MB BS DPM FRANZCP (honorary)
Ian Malcolm Thompson BA Melb. DipEd LaT. BAAppSc Lincoln, DPhil Edin. (honorary)
Gemma Turnbull MSc Melb. (honorary)

Senior Tutor

Helen Hewison BA DipEd Melb. (part-time)

Medical Social and Preventive Medicine

Professor

John James McNeil MB BS Adel. MSc Lond. PhD Melb. FRACP (Chairman)

Senior Lecturers

Michael John Abramson MB BS BMedSc FRACP
John Ainsley Baby MB BS MSc Lond. DIH (Esg.) MFMORCP (U.K.) MRCS (honorary)
Louisa Bayer Flander MA GeorgeWashingtonU. PhD Col.
Bruce Francis Ford OBE MB BS Syd. MA A.N.U. DPRM FRACP FRACGP FACMA (honorary)
Graham Gerald Giles CertEd R'dg MSc E. Mich. PhD Tas. (honorary)
Stephen Brian Harrap MB BS PhD FRACP (part-time)
Edwin Knight MB BS Adel. FRACP FACOM (honorary)
John Charles Lane MB BS Syd. MPH Harv. (honorary)
Larry Wall Osborne MB BS BMedSc DipEd (honorary)
John William Powles MB BS Syd. MFCM
Douglas William Rankin MB BS Melb. DPH Lond. MFCM FRCP FRSH FACMA (honorary)
Thomas Sidney Selwood MB BS Syd. MSc Lond.
John McKenzie Stearne BSc PhD Adel. (honorary)

Lecturers

Kaye Brown MEC MBA Chic.
Stephen James Farish BSc MED Melb.
Sandra Margaret Gifford MA Davis, Calif. MPH Berkeley, Calif.
Michael David Gliksmann BC M Psych N.S.W BM N'cle(N.S.W.) MPH Syd. ACOM
Stephen Geoffrey Gourlay MB BS Rosemary Louise Nixon MB BS FACDerm (honorary)
Robert Graeme Oliver BA MB BS BSc Melb. PhD
Tilman Alfred Ruff MB BS FRACP
Boyd Josef Gimnicher Strauss MB BS PhD Deakin FRACP (honorary)

NHMRC Public Health Fellow

Michael Salzberg MB BS Melb.

Research Associate

Jerzy Krupinski MD Docent FACMA

Senior Research Assistant — Data Manager

Carole Webley BSc Brst. PGDipComp C.I.T.

Research Assistant

Mark Andrew Jenkins BSc

Research Nurses

Elizabeth Llewellyn RN R.Midwife (part-time)
Judy Christine Snaddon BA Swinburne SN P.H.H. MidCert Q. V.H. (part-time)
Fiona Williams RN CertOCCHealth&Welfare

Surgery

(Alfred Hospital)

Professor

Paul Edmond O'Brien MD BS FRACS (Chairman)

Associate Professor

John Potter Masterton MB ChB Glas. DOBST RCOG FRCS FRACS

Clinical Associate Professors

Francis Thomas McDermott MB BS Melb. MD FRCS FRACS
Ian Edgeworth McInnes MB BS FRCS FRACS (honorary)
George Randall Sterling MB BS FRACS FACS (honorary)

Senior Lecturers
Graeme Alexander Brazenor BMedSci MB BS FRACS (honorary)
Ronald B Brown MB BS FRCS FRACS FACS (honorary)
Anthony John Buzzard MB BS FRCS FRACS (honorary)
Ian George Edward Cunningham MB BS Melb. FRACS (part-time)
John Arthur Lewis Hart MB BS Melb. FRACS (part-time)
William Roy Johnson MB BS FRCS FRACS FACS (honorary)
Adrian Laird Polgase MB MS FRCSEd(Edin.) FRCS FRACS FACS (part-time)
Franklin Lawrence Rosenfeld MD BS Adel. FRCS (Edin.) FRCS (honorary)
David Samuel Rosengarten MB BS Melb. FRACS (part-time)
Harold M P Rundle MB BS FRACS FRCS FRCSE (honorary)
Brian Smith MB BS FRACS (honorary)

Lecturers
David Melville Birks MB BS Melb. FRCS(Edin.&Can.) FRACS
Stephen Linton Blamey BSc MB BS FRACS (part-time)
Christopher Christophi MB BS FRACS (part-time)
Michael Grigg MB BS FRACS (part-time)
Campbell Ross Miles MB BS FRACS (honorary)
Peter David Nottle MB BS FRCS FRACS (honorary)
Roger John Wale MB BS FRACS (part-time)
David Westmore MB BS Melb. FRCS (Edin.) FRCS FRACS (honorary)
Simon Woods MB BS Melb. FRACS (part-time)

Laboratory Manager
Bruce Ross

Surgery
(Monash Medical Centre, Prince Henry’s Hospital Campus)

Professor
Vernon Charles Marshall MB BS Melb. FRACS FACS

Clinical Associate Professors
Phillip Sydney Hunt MB MS Syd. FRACS
Kenneth Arthur Myers MB MS Melb. FACs FRACS (part-time)
David Ferguson Scott MD MS Qld FRACS (part-time)

Principal Associate in the Department of Surgery
John Ludbrook BMedSc MD ChM N.Z. FRCS FRACS

Associates in the Department of Surgery
Allan Montgomery Beech OStJ QHS MB BS Melb. FRCS FRACS
Donald Lloyd Dixon MD BS DDR Melb. MD FRCR FRACR
Robert Desmond Marshall MB MS Melb. FRCS FRACS
Harry Ross MB BS Melb. FRACS FICS

Senior Lecturers
Duncan Walte: Blake BMedSc MB BS PhD FRARACS (honorary)
John Donaldson Callander MB BS Melb. FRCS FRACS(Edin.) FRACS (honorary)

George Randall Sterling MB BS FRACS FACS (honorary)

Senior Lecturers
Graeme Alexander Brazenor BMedSci MB BS FRACS (honorary)
Ronald B Brown MB BS FRCS FRACS FACS (honorary)
Anthony John Buzzard MB BS FRCS FRACS (honorary)
Ian George Edward Cunningham MB BS Melb. FRACS (part-time)
John Arthur Lewis Hart MB BS Melb. FRACS (part-time)
William Roy Johnson MB BS FRCS FRACS FACS (honorary)
Adrian Laird Polgase MB MS FRCSEd(Edin.) FRCS FRACS FACS (part-time)
Franklin Lawrence Rosenfeld MD BS Adel. FRCS (Edin.) FRCS (honorary)
David Samuel Rosengarten MB BS Melb. FRACS (part-time)
Harold M P Rundle MB BS FRACS FRCS FRCSE (honorary)
Brian Smith MB BS FRACS (honorary)

Lecturers
David Melville Birks MB BS Melb. FRCS(Edin.&Can.) FRACS
Stephen Linton Blamey BSc MB BS FRACS (part-time)
Christopher Christophi MB BS FRACS (part-time)
Michael Grigg MB BS FRACS (part-time)
Campbell Ross Miles MB BS FRACS (honorary)
Peter David Nottle MB BS FRCS FRACS (honorary)
Roger John Wale MB BS FRACS (part-time)
David Westmore MB BS Melb. FRCS (Edin.) FRCS FRACS (honorary)
Simon Woods MB BS Melb. FRACS (part-time)

Laboratory Manager
Bruce Ross

Surgery
(Monash Medical Centre, Prince Henry’s Hospital Campus)

Professor
Vernon Charles Marshall MB BS Melb. FRACS FACS

Clinical Associate Professors
Phillip Sydney Hunt MB MS Syd. FRACS
Kenneth Arthur Myers MB MS Melb. FACs FRACS (part-time)
David Ferguson Scott MD MS Qld FRACS (part-time)

Principal Associate in the Department of Surgery
John Ludbrook BMedSc MD ChM N.Z. FRCS FRACS

Associates in the Department of Surgery
Allan Montgomery Beech OStJ QHS MB BS Melb. FRCS FRACS
Donald Lloyd Dixon MD BS DDR Melb. MD FRCR FRACR
Robert Desmond Marshall MB MS Melb. FRCS FRACS
Harry Ross MB BS Melb. FRACS FICS

Senior Lecturers
Duncan Walte: Blake BMedSc MB BS PhD FRARACS (honorary)
John Donaldson Callander MB BS Melb. FRCS FRACS(Edin.) FRACS (honorary)

Anthony: John Cass MB Melb. FRACS FRCS (honorary)
Eric Cooper MB BS Melb. FRACS (honorary)
Brian Percy Davie MB BS Melb. FRACS (honorary)
Joseph Epstein MB BS BA Melb. FRACS (honorary)
Ian Favilla BMedSc MB BS Adel. DO Melb. FRACS FRACS (honorary)
John Kendal Francis MB MS Melb. FRCS FRACS (honorary)
Jonathan Charles Hooper MB BS Melb. FRCS(Edin.) FRCS FRACS (honorary)
Paula Jablonski MSc PhD Melb.
Peter John Keast MB BS Melb. FFARACS (honorary)
Richard Lovell Edgeworth McIntyre DPhil Oxon. MB BS FRACS (part-time)
John McLennish MB BS FRACS (honorary)
Donald Roger Marshall MB BS Melb. FRACS FACS (honorary)
Colin Ogilvie Holmes Russell MB ChB Glas. MS Melb. FRACS (part-time)
Kevin Siu MB BS Melb. FRACS (honorary)
William George Edward Straffon MB BS Melb. FRCS FRCS(Edin.) FRACS (honorary)
Michael Du Coudray Tronson MB BS DA Lond. FFARACS (honorary)
Bruce Philip Waxman BMedSc MB BS FRCS FRACS (part-time)
Allen Yuen MB BS Syd. FRACGP FACEM (honorary)

Faculty of Science

Dean's Establishment
Dean
William Ronald Aylett Muntz BA DPhil Oxon. FRSE

Academic Adviser
Mrs Nicla Hilda Williams BSc DipEd Melb. MSc FRACI

Administrative Officers
Ms Bronwyn Shields BA
Mrs Jacki Smart BSc DipEd Qld

Fellows of the Faculty
John Law Farrands CB FTS BSc Melb. PhD Lond. DIC FInstP FAIP CEng MIEE
Jan Eric Kolm AO ImChemEng Prague
John Charles Lane MB BS Syd. MPH Harv.
Sir Robert Price KBE DPhil Oxon. DSc Adel. FRACI FAA
Sir Alan Wajsh MSc (Tech.) DSc Manc. HonDSc FRSA FIP FAIP

Associates of the Faculty
Bruce Edward Hobbs BSc PhD Syd
Michael John Manton MEngSyd PhD Brit. Col.
Peter Vulcan BA Melb. MS PhD Wayne State. Detroit

Botany and Zoology

Professors
John Michael Cullen BA DPhil Oxon. (Zoology)
James Wolfe Warren MA PhD Calif. (Zoology) (Chairman) 
Professor of Botany (Vacant)

Readers
John Baldwin BSc PhD Br.Col. MSc
Ian Albert Edgar Bayly MSc N.Z. PhD Qld DSc
Margaret Nately Clayton BSc Liv. PhD Melb. DipEd
Philip Spencer Lake A.N.U. PhD S'tn
Terence Phillip O'Brien BAgSc MSc Melb. PhD Harv.
DSc
Patricia Vickers Rich MA PhD Col. (jointly with Department of Earth Sciences)

Associate Professor
Neil Douglas Hailam BSc PhD Melb.

Senior Lecturers
John Beadell BSc PhD Lond.
Donald Frederick Gaff MSc PhD Melb.
Charles Alan Lill BSc Brist. PhD Edin. (jointly with Department of Psychology)
John Edward Nelson BSc PhD Qld
Dennis Jefferie O'Dowd MA PhD Calif
Brian Roberts MSc N.E. PhD Northwestern
Gordon Drummond Sanson BSc W.Aust. PhD

Lecturers
Gerald Peter Quinn BSc PhD Melb.
Jennifer Read BSc A.N.U. PhD Tas.
Richard James Williams BSc PhD Melb.

Senior Tutor
Duncan McEvoy MSc Syd.

Laboratory Manager
Annabel Lucy Carle BSc Lond. MAgrSc Melb.

Chemistry

Professors
John Robert Anderson BSc N.S.W. PhD Cantab. FRACI (honorary)
Asbjorn Bakken Candmang Candreal Oslo FRACI FTS (Industrial Chemistry)
Ronald Drayton Brown MSc Melb. PhD Lond. FAA (Chemistry) (Chairman)
William Roy Jackson BSc Manch. PhD DSc Lond. FRACI (Organic Chemistry)
Raymond Leslie Martin AO MSc Melb. PhD ScD Cantab. DSc A.N.U. FRACI FRSC FAA FTS
Bruce Oswald West BSc Adel. PhD Adel. and Cantab. FRACI (Inorganic Chemistry)

Readers
Roger Frederick Challis Brown MSc Syd. PhD Cantab. FRACI
David John Collins MSc PhD Syd. FRACI
Glen Berenger Deacon PhD DSc Adel. FRACI
Frank Warburton Eastwood MSc Syd. DPhil Oxon. FRACI
Bryan Michael Kenneth Cummings Gatehouse, BSc Tas. MSc N.S.W. PhD DSc Lond. FRACI
Keith Spencer Murray BSc PhD Manch. FRACI
Thomas Daniel Smith MSc DSc Wales
Ivan Robert Wilson MSc Syd. PhD Qld FRACI

Associate Professors
Ronald Stanley Dickson BSc PhD Adel. FRACI
Ian David Rae MSc Melb. PhD A.N.U. FRACI

Senior Lecturers
Frank Robert Burden BSc PhD Lond.
Bruce Arthur Wiliam Coller BSc PhD Melb.
Michael William Fuller BSc W.Aust. PhD Lond. DipEd
Peter Douglas Godfrey BSc PhD
Michael Loitus Hefferman MSc PhD Melb.
Ian Robert McKinnon BSc Qogio PhD Exe.
Sydney Middleton BSc PhD Melb.
Ernest Keith Nunn BSc PhD Tas. DipEd
Michael Francis O'Dwyer MSc Syd. PhD Florida State
Jean Beatrice Youatt MSc Melb. PhD Leeds

Lecturers
Douglas Robert MacFatlane BSc BA Well. PhD Purdue
Richard James Morrison BSc Melb. PhD Cantab.
Donald McNaughton BSc PhD
Patrick Perlmutter BSc PhD Melb.
Leone Spiccia BSc PhD W.Aust.

Senior Tutors
Margaret Jennifer Irvine DipEd Rusbek BSc PhD
Mary Beatrice Millikan PhD Lat. BSc
Nicola Hilda Williams BSc DipEd Melb. MSc FRACI (part-time)

Tutors
Clive Douglas Chandler BSc (part-time)
Tania De Simone BSc (part-time)
Greg Francis Metha BSc (part-time)

Resources Manager
Roger William Newham AssocDipAppChem R.M.I.T.

GIRD Research Fellows
Katherine McGregor BSc PhD Melb.
Zhiping Zhou BE Shanghai

Anti-Cancer Council Research Fellow
Tracey Lyn Williams MSc PhD Brist.

National Teaching Company Scheme Research Fellow
Elizabeth Anne Hildebrand BSc Lat. MSc Manch.

ARC Research Fellows
Jozef Leonardus Latten BSc Syd. PhD A.N.U.
Siew Cheng Ney BSc

Computer Science

Professors
John Newcombe Crossley MA DPhil Oxon. (Pure Mathematics) (jointly with Department of Mathematics)
Leslie Michael Goldschlager MSc Manch. PhD Toronto
Christopher Stewart Wallace BSc PhD Syd. FACS (Chairman)

Senior Lecturers
Lloyd Allison BA Cantab. MSc Lond. PhD Manch.
Trevor Ian Dix MSc PhD Melb.
Jiawei Hong PhD Peking
Angas John Hurst BSc BE Adel. PhD N.S.W.
Tao Li BSc Nanjing PhD Utah
Binh Lam Pham BSc PhD Tas. DipEd
Bala Srinivasan BE Madras M Tech PhD Kangur
Roderick Tom Worley BSc PhD Adel. (jointly with Department of Mathematics)

Lecturers
Mohinder Pal Singh Madan MA Punjab
Anthony John Maeder BSc Witw. MSc Natal
OFFICERS AND STAFF

Ronald David Pose BSc
Xioman Tan PhD Beijing
Peter Eric Tischer BSc PhD
Ingrid Zukerman MSc Technion-Israel PhD U.C.L.A.

Senior Tutor
Peter Pleasants PhD Cantab.

Laboratory Manager
Milton John Richardson

Earth Sciences

Professor
Gordon Stuart Lister BSc Qld and James Cook PhD A.N.U.

Reader
Ian Angus Nicholls MSc Melb., PhD Cantab.

Senior Lecturers
Mark Stephen Bloom MSc New Mexico I.M.T. PhD B.icol.
Raymond Alexander Cas BSc Syd. PhD Macq.
James Philip Cull BSc Mon. BSc N.E. DPhil Oxon.
David Ross Gray BSc W'ire (N.S.W.) PhD Macq.
Gregory Austin Houseman BSc Syd. PhD Cantab.
Nicholas Harrie Stuart Oliver BSc Qld PhD
Patricia Vickers Rich AB Calif. MA PhD Col (jointly with Department of Botany and Zoology)

Laboratory Manager
Guy Royce

Genetics and Developmental Biology

Professors
Bruce William Holloway AO BSc Adel. PhD Cal.Tech. DSc Melb. FAA (Genetics) (Chairman)
John Diarmaid Hamill BSc Belf. PhD Nott. (Developmental Biology)

Associate Professor
Vijeyasehari Krishnapillai BSc PhD Adel.

Senior Lecturers
Stephen William McKechnie BSc PhD Syd.
Anthony Frederick Morgan BSc Glas. PhD Edin.
Pagadala Ramachandra Venkatesulu Nayudu BVSc MSc Madr. PhD Wash. (Miss.)
David Robert Smyth BSc Adel. PhD A.N.U.

Senior Tutor
Catherine Lindsey Guli BSc Melb. MSc

Tutor
John Francis Tomosov BSc LaT.

Laboratory Manager
Peter Schlesinger BAppSc DipBiochem V.I.C.

Mathematics

Professors
John Newsome Crossley MA DPhil Oxon. (Pure Mathematics) (jointly with Department of Computer Science)

Warren John Ewens MA Melb. PhD A.N.U. FAA
(Mathematical Statistics) (Chairman, January to August)
Peter Derrick Finch BA Durh. (Mathematical Statistics)
Joseph John Monaghan MSc W.Aust. PhD Cantab. (Applied Mathematics) (Chairman, September to December)
Bruce Rutherford Morton MSc Auck. BA PhD Cantab. (Applied Mathematics)
Gordon Bamford Preston MA DPhil Oxon. (Pure Mathematics)

Readers
Christopher John Ash MA DPhil Oxon.
Robert Charles Griffiths BSc PhD Syd.
Thomas Eric Hall BSc Qld PhD
Hans Lausch Drphil Dozphil Dozmath-sci Vienna
Ravindra Madilav Phatarfod MSc Bom. PhD Manc.
Andrew John Riggall Prentice MSc Melb. DPhil Oxon.
Roger Keith George Smith BSc PhD Manc.
Geoffrey Anton Watterson MA Melb. PhD A.N.U.

Associate Professor
John Oliver Murphy MSc N.Z. and A.N.U. PhD BCert N.Z.

Senior Lecturers
Neil Cameron BSc St And. MSc Strath.
Robert Malcolm Clark MSc Melb. PhD Sheff.
Michael John Englefield, BSc, PhD S'ton
Dulcie Jean Greig BSc W.Aust. DipEd
David John Karoly BSc PhD R'dz
Joseph Gregory Kupka MA PhD Calif.
Sonny Gabriel Loo ME N.S.W. PhD
Anthony Wah-cheung Lun BSc PhD
Colin Berram Grant McIntosh BSc PhD N.E.
Apphaswamy Ramanathan Padmanabhan BSc Annam. PhD Calic.
Alan James Pyde MSc Syd. PhD Macq.
Naunihal Singh MSc Patna PhD Delhi
John Colin Stillwell MSc Melb. PhD M.I.T.
Aidan Waverley Sadbury BA Cantab. PhD
Juraj Virsik RNDr CSc HabiliDoz Charles
Roderick Tom Worley BSc PhD Adel. (jointly with Department of Computer Science)

Lecturers
Paul Stuart Cally BSc PhD
Eric King-wah Chu BSc H.K. PhD Bath
Colin Sydney Coleman BSc Syd. PhD A.N.U.
Philip Ian McCloud BA PhD Flin.

Administrative Officer
Tereza Maria Kral

Physics

Professors
William Albert Rachinger MSc PhD Melb. FAIP
(Experimental Physics)
Thomas Frederick Smith BSc PhD Sheff. FAIP
(Experimental Physics) (Chairman)

Readers
Trevor John Hicks BSc Melb. PhD DipEd
Peter James Lloyd BSc Melb. PhD N.S.W.
Prem Parkash Phakey BA Panj. MSc Panj. and Leic. PhD
John Rayner Pilbrow MSc N.Z. DPhil Oxon. DSc FAIP
Gordon John Fordyce Troup MSc Lond. DSc Melb.
Associate Professor
John Dixon Cashion MSc Melb. DPhil Oxon.

Senior Lecturers
Denis Walter Coates BSc PhD Nott.
Trevor Roy Finlayson BSc Qld PhD
Robert John Fleming BSc PhD DSc Belf. FAIP
Donald Robert Hatton BA Cant. MSc N.Z. PhD DipEd
MEMSci FAIP
Freddie Ninio MSc N.S.W. PhD Pitt.
Harry Solomon Perlman MSc PhD Melb. FAIP
Andrew Edward Smith MA Cantab. MSc PhD Copenhagen
Keith Thompson BSc PhD Manch.
Roderick Charles Tobin BSc Melb. PhD FAIP

Lecturers
Tuck Chuen Choy BSc PhD Lond.
David Roy Markham Mills BSc PhD N.E.
Robin John Pollard BSc PhD Cant.

Senior Tutor
Guo Lin Hua DipPhys Sichuan T.C. PhD

Tutor
Susan Margaret Feteris MSc Melb. DipEd S.C.V.
Hawthorn

ARC Research Fellows
Leo Dominic Cussen BSc Melb. PhD
Jane Olwen Warne BSc PhD
Nigel David Perry BSc Melb. PhD

GIRD Research Fellow
Zbigniew Przelozny PhD Cracow

National Research Fellow
Marek Kijek MSc Warsaw DPhil Sus.

Laboratory Manager
Harold James Bracegirdle BAppSc R.M.I.T. ARMIT

Psychology

Professors
Ross Henry Day BSc W.Aust. PhD Brist. DUniv LaT.
FAPS FASSA (Chairman)
Thomas James Triggs BSc BE MEEngSc Syd. AM PhD Mich.

Readers
Johnson Lockyer Bradshaw MA Oxon. PhD Sheff. DSc FASSA
William Robert Webster BA PhD Syd.
Dexter Robert Francis Irvine BA Syd. PhD

Senior Lecturers
Dianne Christine Bradley BSc A.N.U. PhD M.I.T.
Stella Ann Crossley MA DPhil Oxon.
Charles Alan Lil BSc Brist. PhD Edin. (jointly with Department of Zoology)
Malcolm Bruce Macmillan BSc W.Aust. MSc Melb.
Donald McLeod Thomson BA Melb. MA PhD Tor. LLB

Lecturers
Jennifer Rivers Redman BPharm Vic.Inst.Coll. BBSc PhD LaT.
Gregory Wayne Yelland BSc PhD

Tutors
Anne Cheryl Dissanayake BSc
Janet Meredith Pierson BSc
Lisa Zafrina Wise BSc PhD

Laboratory Manager
Kenneth Russell Hall

Special Purpose Centres

Centre for Bibliographical and Textual Studies
Chairman
Wallace Kirksop BA Syd. DU Paris FAHA

Research Associates
Thomas Alwynne Darragh MSc PhD DipEd Melb.
John McLaren Emmerson LLB MSc Melb. MA DPhil Oxon. QC
Donald Francis McKenzie MA N.Z. PhD Cantab. FBA FAHA
Trevor Mills MA Oxon. GradDipLib R.M.I.T.

Computer Centre
Director
Clifford John Bellamy BE N.Z. PhD Syd.

Deputy Director
Peter Robert Annal BE MEEngSc

Senior Lecturer
Barrie John Milne BA BSc Melb.

Lecturers
Arthur Neil Mitchell Clarke ME
Peter Hugh Gordon BSc Melb.
Keith Alexander Heale BE Melb.

Senior Programmer
William Patrick Miller MSc Cal.Tech.

Programmers
Edwin Alexander Barnes
Katharine Ching BSc Taiwan MCS Texas
Keith Lewis BE
John Mann BSc
Ron Sawyer MSc Brun.
Glen Stokol BSc
Allan John Thorne

Operations Manager
David Calvert Williamson BSc
Chief Operator
Brian Lawrence Potton

Deputy Operations Manager
Peter Howell BSc Lond.

Engineering Manager
Bruce Seaman

Engineers
P Burns BCOCP R.M.I.T.
S Dart BAAppSc R.M.I.T.
Phuc Son Giang BE
R Keil BSc DipEd DipEng R.M.I.T.
R Klimek BCOCP R.M.I.T.
J Sargeant BE

Computer Services Manager
Ronald Roy Coster

Centre for Continuing Education
Director
John Alexander McDonell BA MSc PhD Melb. FlnstP FAIP FACE

Administrative Officers
Barbara Anne Brewer
Michale J O'Brien BSc Melb. BEd

Centre for Early Human Development
Director
Alan Osborne Trounson MSc N.S.W. PhD Syd.

Deputy Director and NHMRC Senior Research Fellow
Adrian Mark Walker BSc Melb. MSc PhD

Associate Directors
Philip John Berger BSc PhD Melb.
Marie Anna Dziadek BSc Flin. PhD Oxon.
Ismail Kola BSc S.A. BPharm Rhodes PhD CapeT.

Clinical Associate Professor
Blair Campbell Ritchie MB BS Melb. FRACP

Senior Research Fellows
Alexander William Neil Cameron BVSc Melb. PhD W.Aust. (part-time)
Jeremy Charles Osborn BSc C.N.A.A. MSc Wales PhD Liv.
Robert Pashen BVSc Qld PhD Cantab. (part-time)
Peter Adrian Walton Rogers BSc Liv. PhD Flin.

Research Fellows
Robert Irwin Griffiths BSc PhD
Lars Johansson BSc PhD Uppsala
Peter W Sobieszczuk MSc Lodz PhD Melb.

Senior Research Associate
A Henry Sathananthan BSc Ceyl. PhD R'dg

Research Associates
Donald Keith Bowden OBE MB BS BMedSc MRCP FRACP
Ian Robert Chambers Cooke BSc PhD Melb.
Carey William Dawson BSc PhD Lat.

Juan Garinatho MD Bolog. FICOG
Christopher Murphy BSc Adel. PhD Flin.
Joseph John Smolich MB BS BMedSc Melb. PhD
Malcolm Wilkinson MEngSc Melb. BE PhD

NHMRC Research Officers
Vojta Alois Brodeicky
Leah Jane Cosgrove PhD Melb. BSc.
David Kenneth Gardner BSc PhD York
Dionistios Sakkas BSc Melb.
Jillian Marianne Shaw BSc R'dg PhD Murdoch

ARC Research Officer
Timothy John Thomas BSc PhD Melb.

NHMRC Research Assistants
Marlene Attard BSc Deakin
Elizabth A Barnaby MSc N.S.W.
Robert David Campbell BSc
Nicole D de Preus BSc James Cook
Stephanie R Edmonson BSc
Lynette Ruth Gras BSc Melb.
Peter Joseph Johnson BSc
Anne Meredith Macpherson BSc Adel.
Simon J Rabl BSc Melb.
Elizabeth Siew-Sun Stadler BSc Melb.
Michael David Tavaria BSc

Research Assistants
Paul A Batt MScAgry Syd.
Linda Anne Beaton BAAppSc R.M.I.T.
Orly Lacham MSc Tel Aviv
Heather Lynne Neil BAAppSc Swin.
Anne N Oates

Graduate School of Environmental Science
Director
Martin Anthony Joseph Williams MA Cantab. PhD A.N.U.

Centre for General and Comparative Literature
Director
Andrew John Milner BSc (Econ.) PhD Lond.

Administrative Officer
Gail Patricia Ward BA (part-time)

Course Director
Alba Claudia Romano, P.-en-L. Nat.Litoral MA Bryn Mawr PhD

Associate Professor
Marie Ursula Maclean MA Melb. (part-time)

Senior Lecturer
Pauline Anne Nestor BA Melb. DPhil Oxon. (part-time)

Tutor
Catherine Elizabeth Hartley MA Melb. (part-time)

Higher Education Advisory and Research Unit
Director and Associate Professor
Terence Hore MEd PhD Alta. DLC Lough.
Deputy Director
Neil Stanley Page MA DipEd Well. MAdmin

Lecturer
Gabrielle Mary Baldwin BA DipEd Melb. PhD Northw.

Developmental Engineer (Educational Technology)
Edwin Charles Joseph Snell BEd LaT. FMTC

---

Centre for Human Bioethics

Director
Peter Albert David Singer MA Melb. BPhil Oxon. FAHA

Deputy Director
Helga Kuhse BA PhD

Tutor
John Burgess DPhil Oxon.

Research Officers
Stephen Buckle DPhil A.N.U.
Karen Dawson BSc PhD

Resources Development Officer
Ms L Gillam BA Melb. BA Oxon.

Voluntary Worker
Cora Renata Singer DrMed Vienna

---

Koorie Research Centre

Director
Eve Mungwa D Fest AM MA PhD

Tutor
Marlene Derlei

---

Dinah and Henry Krngold Centre for Exceptional Children

Director
Stewart Craig Sykes TPTC TSpTC BCom Melb. PhD MAPsS

Program Coordinator
Marilyn Goodall BA Melb. MEd

Educational Consultant
Joanne Deppeler BEd(Psych) PPC Alberta MEd

Special Support Teacher
Patricia Ann Gurry DPT TSpTC BSpEd

Speech Therapist
Rosemary Murray LCST Glas. GradDipComDis Lincoln

Computer Assistant
Soo Kim Quek BA BSpEd

---

Language Centre

Director
Sally Staddon MA PGCE Lond.

Centre for Laser Studies

Acting Director
Michael Francis O’Dwyer MSc Syd. PhD Florida State

Centre for Migrant and Intercultural Studies

Chairman
Marko John Pavlyshyn MA PhD

Deputy Chairman
Greta Bird LLB (Hons) Melb. LLM MPhil Cantab.

Centre for Molecular Biology and Medicine

Director
Anthony William Linnane PhD DSc Syd. FRS FAA

Associate Director
Barry George Firkin BSc(Ed.) MB BS Syd. FRACP FRCPA

Principal Research Fellows
Ian R Mackay AM MD FRCP FRACP FRCPA
Hatem Salem MB ChB Mosul MRCP MRCS LCPl Lond.
FRACP FRCPA
P. Zimmet MB BS PhD MRACP FRACP FAIMD FANC FACE

Senior Research Associates
H Bruce Lukins MSc Syd. PhD Texas
Sangkot Marzuki MD U.I. MSc Mahidol PhD
Philip Nagley MSc Syd. PhD DSc
Peter J Tutton MB BS PhD

Research Associates
Per Alin BSc PhD Stockholm
Brian F Cheetham BSc PhD A.N.U.
Rodney J Devenish BSc PhD
Patrick M Finnegan BS Mass. PhD McGill
Paul John Hertzog BSc PhD Melb.
Bruce Loveland BSc PhD Melb.
Gabrielle L McMullen BSc PhD
Sharron L Pfeiffer BSc Syd. PhD Adel.
Merrill J Rowley BSc PhD Melb.
Linfa Wang BSc Shanghai PhD Calif(Davis)

Centre of Policy Studies

Director
Michael Glenthorne Porter BEd. Adel. AM PhD Stan. FASSA

Deputy Director
John William Freebairn BA AgricEcon MAgriEcon N.E. PhD Cal.

Visiting Professorial Fellows
Bruce Raymund Bacon MEC A.N.U. FRMIT (Appl. Physics) ARMIT (Mathematics)
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Peter Reginald Hartley BA MEd A.N.U. PhD Chie.
Clifford Walsh MSc Lond.

Research Fellows
Roslyn Kaye Anstie Bec A.N.U.
Andrew Chisholm BSc Cant.
Hazel Ramsden BCA Well.

Assistants to the Centre
Linda Baty
Julie Robertson Bec
Lorraine Joy Ryan (part-time)

Centre of Southeast Asian Studies
Research Director
David Porter Chandler AB Harv. AM Yale PhD Mich.
Assistant to the Centre
Ordine Spitzer BA LaT.
Publications Assistant
Linda Syme BA Melb.

English Language Teaching Centre
Director
Robyn Mary Kindler BA DipEd MESt
Academic Staff
Winifred Helen Andrews TPTC Toorak T.C.
Grad Dip’culSt Chisholm
Catherine Louise Jenkins BA DipEd
Veena Roshan Ara Khan MA Auck. MA
Eva Lopez BA Melb. TSTC
John Alexander Plant BA
Heike Karen Reich BA DipEd
Rosemary Louise Spencer TPTC Toorak T.C.
Suzanne Kay Wu BA Melb.

Institute of Contemporary Asian Studies
Director
Margaret Joy Kartomi BA BMus Adel. AUA DrPhil Humboldt FAHA

Japanese Studies Centre
Director
Ross Elliott Mouer BA Lewis and Clark MA MALD PhD Tufts
Administrative Officer
Mala DeSilva BA BPhil Colombo MA
Research Staff
Junko Glynn BA Sophia DipEd
Hidehiro Muraoaka BA Hokkaido
Lachlan Strahan BA Melb.
Mitra Malekzadeh BA Tehran

The Library

University Librarian
Edward Huck Tee Lim PKT BA Malaya Dip Lib N.S.W.
Grad Dip Inf Sys C.C.A.E. FLA AALIA
Associate Librarians
Ho Chooi-Hon BA Malaya MAdmin ALA AALIA
Peter James Mitchell BA Melb. ALA
Humanities and Social Sciences Librarian
Janice Eve Fortuyn Doogleever BA Dip Ed Natal
Grad Dip Lib R.M.I.T. ASALA AALIA
Hargrave Librarian
Marta Violetta Chiba BA MLib AALIA
Biomedical Librarian
Fay Muriel Baker Dip Soc Stud Syd. AALIA
Law Librarian
Edwin John Glasson LLB Melb. Dip Lib N.S.W.
Technical Services Librarian
Janet Rose Maslen BA AALIA
Systems Librarian
Neil Charles Renison BA AALIA
Manager — Data Processing Services
Philip Ronald Snoxall BA Oxon. MACS
Programmers
Lynette Hinton BSc Qld Grad Dip Comp C.I.T.
Iris Radulescu BA SIng Grad Dip Arabic Damascus Grad Dip
Comp Sci La T. MACS
Rare Books Librarian
Richard Francis Overell BA Qld Grad Dip Lib R.M.I.T.
Collection Management Librarian
Robert Stafford BA LaT. ALA
Special Projects Librarian
Susan Catherine Radvansky BA W.Aust. ALA AALIA
Human Resources Management Librarian
Bernadette Law BA Dip Ed AALIA
Administrative Officer
Jimmy Byramji Jungalwalla BA Bom.
Librarians
Janice Appleton Bec ARMIT
Wendy Kay Baldwin BSc MA (Lib.)
Jeffrey Bender DipLib M.S.C. Bec Dip Ed
Albrecht Friedrich Briedenhahn BA ARMIT
Rosemary Bungane BSoeSc R.M.I.T.
Anna Davis BA ARMIT Dip Lib
Joan Lawrence Davis BA ARMIT
Kamuludin Diradji Drs I.K.I.P., Malang Dip Lib C.C.A.E.
Dip Lib
Library Assistants

Kim Steven Aradell BA
Zoe Polyxeni Carydias BA
Ann Harrison BA
Rosemary Anna McGinnes BSc

Library Officers

Rosina Fay Bower LibTechCert Prahran C.A.E.
Kim Bowker ARMIT
Marjorie Anne Eadie AALIA
Lennie Ruth Harding AALIA
Michael Anthony Johnson ARMIT
Krystyna Magdalena Thomas AALIA TSTC

Monash Orientation Scheme for Aborigines

Director
A Isaac Brown BA(BSc) TPTC LACST

Senior Teachers

Philip R Heraud BSc DipEd
Elizabeth M Nelson BA PhD

Teachers

Felicia Burman BSc DipEd MEnvSc (Fractional)
Alan Crooke BBSc LaT. (Fractional)
Brian F Giesner BSc PhD
Edith Havea BA DipEdCounselling R.M.I.T. MEd (Fractional)
Angela M Ridsdale BA MEd PhD TPTC TSpTC

Tutors

Jennifer Nielsen BSc LLB(Hons)
Patrick Smyth TPTC (Fractional)
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Administrative and other Staff

Vice-Chancellor’s Office

Vice-Chancellor
Malcolm Ian Logan BA PhD DipEd Syd. FASSA

Deputy Vice-Chancellor (Academic)
John Anthony Hay MA Cantab. BA PhD WAust FACE

Deputy Vice-Chancellor (Research)
Ian James Polmear BMetE MSc DEng Melb. F7S FIM FIEAust (Materials Science)

Adviser to the Vice-Chancellor
Leo Henry T West BSc PhD

Information Office

Journalists
John Wilson Clark BA LaT. Aileen Therese Muldoon BA Timothy Peter Thwaites BSc Melb.

Comptroller’s Office

Comptroller
Peter Brian Wade BCom (Hons) MA Melb. FASA

Deputy Comptroller
Brian O’Mara BCom N’ele (N.S.W.)

Administration Data Processing and Office Services
Manager
Max Ernest Robinson BSc

Assistant Manager
Craig Douglas Whalley BSc DipOpsRes

Production Systems Coordinator
Kenneth Lee BAppSc C.I.T.

Systems Officers
John Charles Gill BAppSc C.I.T. Stephen Yee Yin Leung BSc N.S.W. Chinhduc Nguyen BSc
David The Huu Nguyen BE GradDipComp C.I.T. Phuong Nguyen BSc A.N.U. DipCompStud C.C.A.E. Keng Sim BSc FCCA (U.K.)
Andrew Tam BSc Yin Chee Tang BE BSc MIEAust

Organisation and Methods Officer
Robert Leslie Lothian DipPubAdmin R.M.I.T.

Personal Computer Coordinator
Neil Wentworth BSc

Supervisor, Office Services and Printing
Keith Allen

Art Gallery

Director
Jenepher Emilie Duncan MA Lond.

Curator
Merryn Gates BEd Melb. State Coll.

Building and Development Branch

Director
John Ralph Trembath BBuild Melb. MAIB (part-time)

Administrative Officer
Paul Joseph Farr

Maintenance Works Manager
Vacant

Grounds Curator
Johan de Bree DipAppSc V.C.A.H. Burnley

Central Services

Manager
Bernard Walter John Cunningham
Assistant Manager
Harry Crisp Wright

Parking Officer
George Gamble Mitchell

Services Officer
Bruce Graham Walker

External Relations and Alumni Affairs
Director
Jennifer Mary Beck, BA *Melb.*

Finance Branch
Finance Manager
Robert John Cochrane DBus *C.I.T.* AASA CPA

Deputy Finance Manager
John Edward Rosevar AASA

Systems Information Officer
Tony Tong-Ann Au BEc AASA

Budgets Officer
Michael Hugh Olive BCom *Melb.*

Assets Officer
Earl Headland

Financial Accountant
Paddy Traynor Skelly BCompt *S.A.* AASA CPA

Accountant
Margaret Julie Bexley ACA

Grants and Donations Officer
George Stephen Balla

Insurance Officer
Albert Cook

Customs Officer
Norman Arthur Watt

Internal Audit
Internal Audit Manager
Vacant

Occupational Health and Safety Branch
Manager
Cherilyn June Tillman BSc *N.S.W.* PhD *N’cle* (U.K.)

Radiation Officer (Occupational Hygienist)
Malcolm John McInnes BAppSc *Swin.*

Occupational Safety Officer
Alan George Wilson

Occupational Health Advisers
Maureen Therese Peterson SRN
Anne Lorraine Rundell SRN GradDipOHP *LaT.*

Planning and Analysis Branch
Manager
Peter Beilby BCom *Melb.* AASA

Deputy Manager (Statistical)
Ian Richard Dobson BCom *Melb.*

Planning Services Officer
Grant Douglas McBurnie GradDipEd *M.C.A.E.* BA PhD

Planning Information Officer
Phillip Martin Edwards BSc MEd PhD

Systems Coordination Officers
Robert Henry Lee BEc
Jean Nicoll BA *W.Aust.*

Salaries and Superannuation
Salaries Officer
Bernard Clement Amies

Superannuation Officer
Vincent Patrick Chang DipBusStud(Acc) *Prahran C.A.E.*
AASA CPA

Solicitor’s Office
University Solicitor
Renn Edward Wortley LLB (Hons) *Melb.* Barrister and Solicitor *Vic.*

Assistant Solicitors
Karline Lorna Ziegler BA LLB DipEd Barrister and Solicitor *Vic.*
Rosemarie Anne Ryan LLB (Hons) Barrister and Solicitor *Vic.*

Patents and Contracts Officer
Rosemary Bruce BCom *Melb.* GradDiplib *S.C.V.*

Registrar’s Office

Registrar
Anthony Langley Pritchard BSc DipEd *Melb.* BEd *Qld*

Deputy Registrar
James Ronald Leicester ED BSc (Econ.) *Lond.*

Coordinator of Equal Opportunity
Margaret Ellen James MA DipEd *Melb.* PhD *LaT.*

Animal Ethics Office
Executive Officer
Thomas Evan Jones BVSc *Syd.* MVSc *Melb.* MACVSce *MASM*
Centre for International Students
Director
Peter John Campbell BCom Melb.
Manager
Monica Carey Leicester
Student Adviser
Tin Fong Wong BAppSc R.M.I.T.
Marketing Assistant
Pauline Theresa Amphlett
Distance Education Centre
Manager
Gavin Moodie BA LLB Melb.
Education Technology Section
Manager
Ian David Thomas
University Secretariat
Senior Assistant Registrar
Michael Douglas Watson MA Prin. BSc
Secretariat
Assistant Registrar
vacant
Administrative Officers
Barbara Mary Linsten BA DipEd Melb.
Anne Valerie Mennell BA DipVocGuid R'dg DipEd Leic.
Research Administration Office
Research Administration Officer
Norma Helen Gilbert BA DipEd S.C.V. Hawthorn
Research Grants Officer
Gwen Elia Rowe BA
Publications Section
Publications Officer
Charles Lucas BA Syd.
Graphic Artist
Stuart Lee Wagstaffe DipGraphicArt R.M.I.T.
Student Administration
Acting Senior Assistant Registrar
Karl Ake Ivar Huss PolMag FilKand Uppsala
Manager Student Records
vacant
Examinations Section
Examinations Officer
vacant
Assistant Examinations Officer
Pamela Richardson
Higher Degree and Scholarships Section
Higher Degree and Scholarships Officer
Pamela Rae Herman BA MEd Melb.
Assistant Higher Degree and Scholarships Officer
Rowan Simpson BA C.I.T.
Student Data Section
Student Data Officer
Lawrence James Hudson
Student Records Section
Student Records Officer
Elizabeth Randall Brooks AB Georgia
Finance Officer
Susan Rees BSc
Faculty Administration
Assistant Registrars
Faculty of Arts
Richard Anthony Sebo BA
Faculty of Economics and Politics
Clive Thomas Verson BA G.I.A.E. BEc DipEdPsych
Faculty of Education
Vivienne Madeleine Kelly MA Melb.
Faculty of Engineering
David Russell Secomb BA
Faculty of Law
Allan Andrew York BCom Melb. FASA CPA
Faculty of Medicine
John Ebrill Wells BCom BSc N.S.W. (Acting)
Faculty of Science
George Michael William Joyce BSc DipEd Melb. MEdSt (Senior Assistant Registrar)
Personnel Services
Personnel and Industrial Relations Branch
Director
Susan Elizabeth Harrison BA
Industrial Relations Manager
Adrienne Margaret Dewar Walton BA
Personnel Officers
Andrew Henry Garry Armstrong BA Lat.
Judith Rose Clarke
Barbara Lynn Davey
Michael James Jerrard
Cheryl Grace Reid BEc
Bozena Helena Skarbek GrdDipSecStud C.C.A.E. BA
Career Planning and Development Branch

Director
Lionel Hastings Parrott BA Melb.

Staff Development Officer
Katherine Joan Lock BA BEd LaT. GradDipCareerEd R.M.I.T.

Careers and Appointments Service

Manager
Bryan Spencer Barwood BExc A.N.U.

Assistant Manager (Acting)
Rosemary Anne Gall BA ARMIT

Careers Counsellor — Undergraduate Students
Sandra McNamara BA Swin.

Careers Counsellor — Training and Education
Susan Jean Ackerly GradDipCouns R.M.I.T. BSc

Careers Counsellor — Schools Link Program
Diane Rachinger BA DipEdPsych DipEd

Student Recruitment Centre

Coordinator — Prospective Students
Julie Helen Warnock BSc Melb. MAPsS

Records Administration

Records Manager/Archivist
Ann Margaret Mitchell BA Melb. MA PhD DipInfMgt(ArchivAdmin) N.S.W.

Assistant Records Officer
Rodney Victor Smith BA

Student Services

University Health Service

Director
John Sydney Green MB BS BSc Melb.

Medical Officers
Sandra Margaret Allmand MB BS Melb.
Geoffrey Allan Eagle MB BS Melb.

University Counselling Service

Director
Graham James Briscoe BA Melb.

Deputy Director
Robin Kenneth John Coventry MS S.Ill. MAPsS

Counsellors
Sally Anne Trembath Hastings BAppSci(SpchPath) Lincoln MEd(Couns) LaT.
Peggy Christine LeVine BS EdD Virg. MA Pepperdine
Janette Graetz Simmonds BA Flin. BEd(Counselling) LaT. MEd Rutgers MAPsS

Study Skills Project Officer
Margaret Jill Anderson BA Melb. M-es-L DEA Provence

University Housing

University Housing Officer
George John Ziltzer AASA CPA

The Union

Warden
Graeme Patrick Thomas Sweeney BCom DipEd Melb.

The Sports and Recreation Association

Director
Douglas Raymond Ellis BExc ARMIT (Sports Administrator)

Halls of Residence

Warden of Richardson Hall
Dudley Charles Blane BA Open PhD Lond. FIMA

Warden of Deakin Hall
To be appointed

Warden of Farrer Hall and Chairman of the Committee of Wardens
John Richard Ellis BA W.Aust. PhD

Warden of Howitt Hall
Aubrey Vernon Townsend BA Syd. PhD A.N.U.

Warden of Roberts Hall
Neil Cameron BSc St.Ard. MSc Strath. FIMA

Manager
Vladimir Anton Prpich AIMM
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Animal Services

Director
James William Adams BVSc Qld

Robert Blackwood Hall

Manager
Harold John Karpin

University Bookshop

Manager
James Francis McGrath BA DipEd Melb.

Representatives of Outside Bodies

Chaplains to Students
Father Timothy Evangelides (Greek Orthodox)
Pastor Peter Pfitzner BA Qld (Lutheran)
Rev. Steve Russell BA Bth. (Ecumenical)
Rev. Father Anthony Vidot OP (Roman Catholic)
Vacant (Jewish)

Alexander Theatre

Manager
Philip David A'Vard
Clinical Teachers of the Teaching Hospitals

Alfred Hospital

Dean of the Clinical School
W R Johnson MD BS FRCS FRACS FACS

Subdean of the Clinical School
Vacant

Physicians
D A Coventry MB BS Melb. FRACP
R M Habersberger MB BS Melb. FRACP
A Jakobovits MB BS Melb. FRACP MRCP
Y L Lim DipFineArts Sing. BMedSc MB BS PhD FRACP FACC
G L Metz MD BS FRSM MRCP FRACP
J A Mirams MB BS Melb. FRACP
D G Robertson MB BS Melb. FRACP
M A Schwarz MB BS FRACP
H Teichtal MB BS FRACP

Specialist Physicians
G Conron MB BS DPM Melb. FRACP MRANZCP (Psychiatry)
D Czarny MB BS Melb. MRCP FRACP (Allergy)
B S Gilligan MB BS Melb. FRACP (Neurology)
D W Lordling BMedSc MB BS FRACP (Endocrinology)
J Kelly MB BS MD FACD (Dermatology)
J A Mawdsley BA MB DPM Melb. MRANZCP (Child Psychiatry)
P J Ryan MB BS FRACP (Rheumatology)
H G Standish MB BS Melb. FRACP (Renal)
G P Wahr BA MB BS BSc DPM Melb. FRANZCP (Psychiatry)

Surgeons
J G E Cunningham MB BS Melb. FRACS
W R Johnson MD BS FRCS FRACS FACS
D R Kemp MB BS Melb. FRCS FRACS
I E McInnes MB BS Melb. FRCS FRACS
A L Polglase MB MS FRCS(Edin.) FRCS FRACS
B W Smith MB BS Melb. FRACS
J B Swann MB BS Melb. FRACS FRACS

Specialist Surgeons
E J Anstee MB BS Melb. FRACS (Plastic)
R B Brown MB BS Melb. FRCS FRACS (Urology)
B B Davis MB BS Melb. FRACS (Cardio-Thoracic)
J A L Hart MB BS Melb. FRACS (Orthopaedics)
R E Hooper MB BS Melb. FRCS(Edin.) FRCS FAACO FRACS (Otolaryngology)
D R H Kennedy MB BS Melb. FRCS FRACS (Urology)
J Redman LDS Vic. BMedSc Melb. MB BS FRACS (Facio-maxillary)
D S Rosengarten MB BS Melb. FRACS (Vascular)
H M P Rundle MB BS Melb. FRCS(Edin.) FRCS (Otolaryngology)
G R Stirling MB BS Melb. FRACS (Thoracic)
K Stuchbery MB BS Melb. FRCS FRACS (Vascular)
R H West MB BS Melb. FRCS FRACS (Ophthalmology)
R C W Williams MB BS Melb. FRCS FRACS (Orthopaedic)

Anaesthesia and Resuscitation
A Weeks MB BS FFARACS (Director)
G J B Robinson MB BS Syd. FFARACS
E B Morgan MB BS Lond. LRCP MRCS FFARCS (First assistant)
R H S Connock MB BS Melb. FFARACS
I Rechtman MB BS Adel. FFARACS
K W Sleeman MB BS Melb. FFARCS
I S Smith MB BS Melb. FFARCS

Anatomical Pathology and Cytology
W B Essex BA MB BS Melb. FRCPA (Director)
J Pederson MA MB BS Lond. PhD FRCPA

Microbiology
W J Spicer MB BS Melb. DipBact Lond. DTM&H (Eng.) FRACP FRCPA MASM (Director)

Biochemistry
R Conyers BSc(Med) MB BS Syd. DPhil Oxon. ARACI MAACB FRCPA (Director)
A T Wan MS Minn. PhD Neb. MAACC (Deputy Director)

Cardiology Service
A Pitt MD BS Melb. FRACP (Director)
S T Anderson MB BS Syd. FRACP (Deputy Director)

Clinical Pharmacology
A J McLean BMedSc MB BS PhD MRACP

Gastroenterology Service
F J Dudley BSc Med. MD BS Syd. FRACP (Director)
OFFICERS AND STAFF

Haematology
M B van der Weyden MB BS Syd MD FRACP FRCPA (Director)
B S Faragher MB BS Melb FRACP FRCPA (Assistant Director)

Intensive Care
D V Tuxen MB BS Melb FRACP (Director)
C Scheinkestel MB BS DipDHM FRACP (Deputy Director)

Metabolic Unit
J R Stockigt MD BS Melb FRACP (Director)
D J Topliss MB BS FRACP (Deputy Director)

Nuclear Medicine
M J Kelly MB BS FRACP (Director)

Paediatrics
R D Glass MB BS Melb FRACP (Physician)
R Yardley MB BS BMedSc PhD FRACS (Surgeon)

Radiological Sciences
Nina Sacharias-Saarelainen MB BS Adel FRCR MRACR (Director)

Renal Unit
F W Gurr MB BS Melb FRACP (Director)
J Sabto MB BS Melb FRACP (Deputy Director)

Respiratory Physiology
G Bowes MB BS PhD FRACP

Box Hill Hospital

Dean of the Clinical School
J H McI. Dawson MB BS FRCS(Edin.) FRCS(Eng.) FRACS

Senior Physicians
E F O'Sullivan MB BS FRACP
H H Salem MB ChB MRCP MRCS LRCP FRACP ERCPR
G T Schmidt MB BS MRCP(Edin.) MRCP(Lond.) FRACP
C W E Wilson MB BS MRCP(Lond.) FRACP

Physicians
R J Buttigieg MB BS FRACP
N F Cain MB BS FRACP MRCP(U.K.)
S Hall MB BS BMedSc FRACP
J D Hindhaugh MB BS FRACP
G D Kerr MB BS FRACP DDU
I P Moran MB BS FRACP
D M Wilson MB BS FRACP

Coronary Care
G D Kerr MB BS FRACP DDU
W F Ryan MB BS FRACP MRCP(U.K.) (Director)

Intensive Care and Resuscitation
P J Cranswick, MB BS FFARACS (Director)

Surgeons
R J Cade MB BS FRCS(Lond.) FRACS
A C Jamieson BS FRCS(Edin.) FRACS
P Labb MB BS DipObs FRACS
J R Mackay MB BS FRCS(Eng.) FRACS

Senior Orthopaedic Surgeons
H Byrne MB BS FRCS(Eng.) FRACS
S F Schofield MB BS FRCS(Eng.) FRACS

Orthopaedic Surgeons
E Edwards FRACS
M P Esser MB BS FRCS(Edin.)
G Grossbard MB BS FRACS
P C Lugg FRACS
G M Moran MB BS FRACS
M C Whitty MB BS FRACS

Plastic Surgeon
J A Bunting MB BS FRACS

Urology
A H Crosthwaite MB BS FRACS
P S Lawson MB BS FRCS(Lond.) FRACS(Urol.)

Obstetricians and Gynaecologists
G J Bishop MB BS MGO Melb MRCOG FRCOG FRACOG
E E Caldwell MB BS FRCOG FRACOG
M Holmman MB BS FRCOG FRACOG
A J Krins MB BS MRCOG FRACOG
Y C Lim MB BS MMed MRCOG FRACOG FICS
C Yeoh MB BS FRACOG

Paediatricians
D T Bristow MB BS MRCP FRACP
G Sutherland MB BS FRACP

Anaesthesia
G R Eastaugh MB BS FFARACS (Director)
R M Schweitzer MB BS FFARACS

Accident and Emergency
E Brentnall MBE MB BS Lond FACEM FRACGP DipObs RCOG (Director)
B L McLroy MB BS FACEM FRACGP (Deputy Director)

Pathology
E Guli MD DipOnc FRCPA FRCPATH (Director)
V N Niteckis MB BS FRCPA
E Donaldson MB BS BMedSc FRCPA

Medical Imaging
R G Meikle MB ChB DDR MRACR (Director)
G Duncan MB ChB Glas MRACR

Dandenong and District Hospital

Dean of the Clinical School
J A Burgess MB BS Melb FRACP
Larundel Psychiatric Hospital

Dean of the Clinical School
S Joshua MB BS Syd. DPM(Eng.) MRCPsych FRANZCP (Consultant Psychiatrist)

Clinical Teachers
A Y Baily MB BS Korn. FRANZCP (Consultant Psychiatrist)
P Brown BSc MB BS MRCPsych FRANZCP (Consultant Psychiatrist)
A W Harrison MAgrSci MB BS DPM Melb. FRANZCP (Consultant Psychiatrist)
P Holman MB ChB Cantab. MRCPsych (Psychiatrist Superintendent, Gresswell and Pleasant View)
C M Le Feuvre MA MB BChir MRCPsych FRANZCP (Consultant Psychiatrist)
H H Lloyd MB ChB Liv. DObst RCOG DPM Melb FRANZCP (Director Neuropsychiatric Centre Mont Park)
C A Mileshkin MB BS Syd. DPM(Eng.) FRANZCP (Consultant Psychiatrist)
J Ow MB BS DPH MAgrSci DPM Melb. (Psychiatrist)
N Paoletti MB BS DPM Melb. FRANZCP (Consultant Psychiatrist)
D Roman MB BS BMEdSc DPM FRANZCP MRCPsych (Consultant Psychiatrist, Hawthorn Community Mental Health Centre)
S Wilkins MB BS DPM FRANZCP (Consultant Psychiatrist, Koonung Community Mental Health Centre)

Monash Medical Centre (Clayton)

Dean of the Clinical School
C Flane MB Melb. FRACS FACS

Subdean of the Clinical School
Vacant

Obstetricians
P S Allen MB BS Melb. MRCOG FRACOG
G J Bishop MB BS MGO Melb. FRACOG
A J Campbell MB BS MRCPsych FRACOG
D J Hill MB BS MRCOG FRACOG
M J Lawrence MB BS Melb. MRCOG MRNZCOG

Subspecialists

C G Geschäftsman MB BS DPM Melb. (Director, Obstetrical Anesthesia)

Pathology

J M Armstrong MB BS FRCPA
J D Scarlott MB BS FRCPA
D R Trethewie MB BS FRCPA (Histopathologist)

Radiology

W P Holloway MB ChB N.Z. MRACR (Director)
P R English MB BS  
A D MacLean MB BS Melb. FRACR
P Motteran MB BS MRCOG (Radiologists)
Monash Medical Centre, Moorabbin Hospital Campus

Dean of the Clinical School
R W F King MB BS Melb. FRACP

Clinical Teachers
C J Cox MB BS Melb. FRACS FRACS
K E Farrell MB BS Melb. FRACS
T H Griffith MB BS Melb. FRCS(Edin.) FRACS
D Hain MB BS Melb. FRACP
R W F King MB BS Melb. FRACP
P G McLaughlin MB BS FRACP
S Menahem MD BS Melb. FRACP
J Stuckey MB BS Melb. FRACP MRACR

Monash Medical Centre, Prince Henry’s Hospital Campus

Dean of the Clinical School
K A Myers MB MS Melb. FRACS FACS

Subdean of the Clinical School
R L E McIntyre DPhil Oxon. MB BS FRACS

Physicians
H S Hillman MB BS Syd. FRACP
R G King MB BS Melb. MRCGP FRACP
H Lipp MB BS Melb. FRACP
P G Mathews MB BS Qld PhD FRACP
W M I Maxwell MB BS Melb. FRCP FRACP
G J Mushin MB BS Melb. MRCGP FRACP
N J Radford MB BS Melb. FRACP
G T Schmidt MB BS Melb. MRCGP(Edin.) MRCGP FRACP
P O Williams MB BS Melb. MRCGP(Edin.) MRCGP FRACP

Specialist Physicians
J M Davis MB BS DPM Syd. FRANZCP FAAP (Psychiatry)
G C Ennis MB BS Melb. FRACP (Endocrinology and Diabetes)
P W Holmes MB BS FRACP FCCP (Respiratory)
G O Littlejohn MB BS MD FRACP FACRM (Rheumatology)
I Sedal MB BS Melb. MRCP FRACP (Neurology)
R W Simpson MA DM BCh Oxon. BMedSc MRCGP FRACP (Endocrinology)
E H Taft AM MB BS DDM Syd. FRCP(Edin.) FRACP FACC (Dermatology)

Surgeons
A J Cass MB BS Melb. FRCS FRACS
T J Devine MB BS FRACS (Vascular)
J K Francis MB MS Melb. FRCS FRACS
P Hunt MB BS Syd. FRACS
R L E McIntyre DPhil Oxon. MB BS FRACS
J McLeish MB BS FRACS
K A Myers MB MS Melb. FRACS FACS
D F Scott MD MS Qld FRACS

Specialist Surgeons
Specialist Surgeons
A G Bond MB BS DGO Melb. FRCS FRACS FRCOG FACC FCP (Otolaryngology and Head and Neck Surgery)
C A Buckley MB BS Melb. FRCS FRACS FRACO (Orthopaedics)
D Hain MB BS Melb. FRACP
R W King MB BS Melb. FRACP
D J Ellis MB BS FACS (Eng.) FRACS (Urol.)
I Favilla BMedSc MB BS Melb. FRACP (Anatomical Pathology)
J C Hooper MB BS Melb. FRCS(Edin.) FRCS FRACS (Orthopaedics)
D M Jensen MB BS Melb. FRCS FRACS (Neurosurgery)
D R Marshall MB BS Melb. FRACS FACS (Plastic)
K H Siu MB BS Melb. FRACS (Neurosurgery)
W G E Straffon BSc MB BS Melb. FRCS(Edin.) FRCS FRACS (Urology)
R Trower MB BS FRCS FRACS (Otorhinolaryngology)

Anaesthesia
M D Tronson MB BS DA Lond. FFARACS (Director)

Cardiology Service
A Saltups MB BS Melb. FRACP FACC (Director)

Casualty Services
A Yuen MB BS Syd. FRACGP FACEM (Director)

Chemical Pathology
P M Dennis MB ChB N.Z. FRACP FRCPA FRCPath FACB (Director)
N D H Balazs BSc Melb. FAACB (Deputy Director)

Cytology
M Drake MB BS Melb. FRACP FRCPath FRCPA FIC (Director)
Gabriele Medley MB BS Melb. FRCPA FIC (Deputy Director)

Endocrinology and Medical Research Centre
H G Burger MD BS Melb. FRACP FCP (S.Aust.) (Director)

Gastroenterology Service
M G Korman MB BS PhD Melb. FRACP (Director)

Haematology
D C Forster MB BS Melb. FRCPA FRCPath (Director)
M Wilson MB ChB Glas. DCH Lond. FRACP FRCPA

Intensive Care
W G Parkin MB BS FFARACS (A.N.&I.C.) (Director)

Microbiology
A J L Davidson BSc Qld APP MASM (Director)
Royal Southern Memorial Hospital

Dean of the Clinical School
A L Polglase MB BS MS FRCS(Eng.) FRCS(Edin.) FACS FRCS

Clinical Teachers
A R Cato MB BS W Aust. FRCS Ed FRACS
H Cohen MB BS Melb. FRACGP
J Cohen MB BS FRACP
G McG Cottrell MB BS Melb. FRCS(Edin.) FRCS FRACS
D Czarny MB BS Melb. FRCP FRACP
R C Daniel MB BS Melb. FRANZCP
J Freidin MB MS Melb. FRCS FRACS
R M Hare MB BS Adel. FFARACS
J L Harkness MB BS FRACP
D H Hook MB BS Melb. FRACP
B Hudson AO MD BS PhD Melb. FRCP FRACP FACP (Hon.) FRCP(C.) (Hon.)
S Klein MB BS Melb. FRACP FRAMCA
R R Kotzmann MB BS Melb. FRACR
D A Lang MB BS MD FRACP
M J Lawrence MB BS Melb. MRCOG MRNZCOG FRACOG
T F Little MB BS Melb. FFARCS FFARACS
M I McDonald MB BS Melb. FRACP FRCPA
R L E McIntyre MB BS DPhil Oxon. FRACS
R M McLeish MB BS Melb. FRCP FRACP FACRM
G S Reissner MB BS Melb. DipUrol Canada FRACS
H H Salem MB ChB Mosul MD MRCP FRACP FRCPA
A H Segal BMedSc MB BS FACD
E A Shanahan BSc MB BS Melb. FRACS
G J Southwick MB BS FRACS
K Stuchbery MB BS Melb. FRCS FRACS
C C Varley MB BS FRACP
N J Wischusen MB BS FRACP
S D S Woods MB BS FRACS
P Z Zimmett MB BS Adel. PhD FRACP

Royal Park Psychiatric Hospital

Dean of the Clinical School
D Leonard MB BS Syd. DPM(U.K.) FRANZCP (Director of Clinical Services)

Subdean of the Clinical School
P Bennett MB ChB Auckland FRANZCP (Assistant Director of Clinical Services)

Clinical Teachers
V Botvinik MB BS U.S.S.R. FRANZCP (Consultant Psychiatrist)
D Y H Chong MB BS DPM Melb. FRANZCP (Consultant Psychiatrist)
D Copolov MB BS PhD MPM DPM Melb. FRACR FRANZCP (Director, Mental Health Research Institute)
J Currie MB BS Melb. FRCPA (Head Neurophysiology and Neurovisual Research — Mental Health Research Institute)
S Hacker MB BS DPM Melb. FRANZCP (Sessional Consultant Psychiatrist)
K Hall MB BS  Lond. FRANZCP (Psychiatrist)
A Hassett MB BS Melb. DCM FRACGP FRANZCP (Psychiatrist)
H Herman MD MFCM(U.K.) FRANZCP (Psychiatrist)
H J Jackson MA Auckland PhD (Senior Psychologist)
N A Keks MB BS Melb. MPM FRANZCP (Psychiatrist)
J Kulkarni MB BS MPM FRANZCP (Psychiatrist)
J Lancaster MB BS FRANZCP (Psychiatrist)
P McGorry MB BS MRCP (U.K.) FRANZCP (Consultant Psychiatrist)
A Mander MB ChB Wales MPhil Edin. MRCPsych (Psychiatrist)
I H Minas MB BS BMedSc DPM Melb. FRANZCP (Psychiatrist)
M O’Connor MB BS Delhi DPM Melb. FRANZCP (Consultant Psychiatrist)
T M Peyton MB ChB Otago FRANZCP (Deputy Psychiatrist Superintendent/Consultant Psychiatrist)
D Shan MB BS Melb. FRANZCP (Consultant Psychiatrist)
B S Singh MB BS PhD Sydney FRACGP FRANZCP (Professor of Psychological Medicine)
Traffic regulations under the Road Safety Act 1986 are enforced throughout the year.

The University's roads and carparks are subject to the provisions of the Road Safety Act, and 'owner-onus' applies. Weekday visitors between the hours of 9 a.m. and 5 p.m. should use only those carparks marked 'P'. Parking spaces marked 'Authorised Vehicles Only' are specifically for authorised vehicles.

WARNING: As a security measure, staff are advised to ensure that their vehicles are securely locked and that any valuables such as cameras, transistor radios, handbags etc. are stored out of sight. Staff parking spaces at night are advised to contact the Gatehouse regarding security of their vehicle.